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Abstract

Designing negotiator agents who adopt real-world inspired negotiation strategies in front of different types of
negotiation scenario increases the chance of having better utility and success rate in negotiation-based cloud
resource allocation. To realize real-world inspired multi-strategy based negotiating system for cloud marketplace,
three following issues are focused in this paper: 1) Designing a new negotiation_strategy_basket with the aim of
approaching the strategies of the real-world negotiation markets, 2) Modeling the critical condition of the cloud
trading market, and 3) Adopting a new fuzzy decision system (i.e., Fuzzy Negotiation Strategy Selection System
(FNSSDS)) for conducting negotiator agents of type resource providers and resource customers in how to select
a suitable negotiation strategy from negotiation_strategy_basket according to the critical condition of the cloud
trading market. We perform extensive simulation experiments to compare the performance of the proposed
negotiator agents with the well known negotiator agents in name MDA (Market Driven Agent). The results
show that the proposed negotiation agents outperform the MDAs.

Keywords: Cloud computing, Resource allocation, E-market, Negotiation model, Pricing, Multi-agent system,
Fuzzy decision controller

Introduction
Cloud computing is a new paradigm that provides
on-demand services over the Internet [1]. One of the
major challenges in cloud computing is an efficient re-
source (virtual machine: VM) allocation. This paper uses
resource and virtual machine (VM) interchangeably.
Also, it is assumed that, each VM type provides a spe-
cific amount of each of the three physical resource types:
<CPU, Memory, Storage>. Cloud Resource Brokers
(CRBs), who act on behalf of the resource customers
and make the best matches between the demands of
customers and the characteristics of the provided cloud
resources, pay Cloud Resource Providers (CRPs) for re-
source utilization. In the cloud environment, CRBs will
favor the CRP offering the best QoS (Quality of Service)
with the lowest price. Also, a CRB with the highest pro-
posed price is preferred by the CRP. Therefore, applying
a fair pricing model (which is beneficial to both CRPs

and CRBs) will attract more CRBs and will make higher
revenue for CRPs.
In an electronic trading (e-trading), buyers and sellers

conduct their business activities in a virtual marketplace
and through electronic media instead of direct physical
contact. Negotiation, as a fundamental component of
e-trading [2, 3], is one of the most well known market
based resource allocation mechanism in which providers
and customers discuss with each other in order to reach a
beneficial outcome over the negotiation criteria (as an ex-
ample price issue). In other words, negotiation is a process
where the parties attempt to narrow the spread in (coun-
ter) offers between (or among) negotiators through follow-
ing negotiation strategies those guided a negotiator in how
to make proposal [4]. The negotiation strategy is an action
that is taken by the negotiator in front of its trading oppon-
ent to achieve specific goal(s). A set of negotiation strat-
egies can be determined before starting the negotiation
process and changed or extended during the negotiation
process. Also, the counter-offer is the proposal which is
made by a negotiator in response to the received proposal
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from its trading opponent during negotiation process. The
multi-agent based negotiation, which has good abilities of
distribution and autonomy, is also suitable for the trade
under the circumstance of cloud computing [2].
In a real-world negotiation-based market, the negotiator

tries to come close to the agreement by applying suitable
negotiation strategy (amongst all feasible strategies) accord-
ing to the evaluated critical condition of a trading market.
That is, in a real-world negotiation-based market, instead of
applying a single negotiation strategy during the negotiation
process, a basket of negotiation strategies (i.e., negotiation_-
strategy_basket) is defined. This will increase the flexibility
of the negotiator agents in the market environment to bet-
ter respond to varying market conditions. Then, by consid-
ering the factors constituting the critical condition of a
trading market as inputs, the negotiator agent decides to se-
lect the most suitable negotiation strategy from negotia-
tion_strategy_basket as an output. It should be highlighted
that in the negotiation_strategy_basket of the real-world ne-
gotiators the strategies such as: Normal movement, Reverse
movement, and Relaxing movement can be found. These
three early mentioned strategies are inspired from [5–8].
In the Normal movement strategy a negotiator makes

concession by applying a pre-defined formula that con-
siders factors such as market-dependent and time-
dependent factors. By applying this formula in making
concession, a resource provider starts from the highest
price that brings him the maximum utility (i.e., IP: initial
price) and lowers the price until the minimum amount of
money that a resource provider can receive for renting out
the resources is reached (i.e., RP: reserve price)). Also, by
applying a pre-defined formula that considers factors such
as market-dependent and time-dependent factors in mak-
ing concession, a resource customer starts from the lowest
price that brings him the maximum utility (i.e., IP: initial
price) and raises the price until the maximum amount of
money that a resource customer can pay for hiring the re-
sources is reached (i.e., RP: reserve price)).
In the Reverse movement strategy a negotiator lowers

the counter-price instead of raises the counter-price (and
vice verse). That is, a resource customer (and respectively,
resource provider) lowers the price (and respectively,
raises the price) instead of normal action of raising the
price (and respectively, lowering the price)).
Finally, in the Relaxing movement strategy a negotiator

makes relaxation activities like applying some price dis-
count in front of its trading opponents.
Most of the previous works in designing negotiator

agents for cloud resource allocation ignore the fact that get-
ting away from applying real-world inspired negotiation
strategies in front of all types of negotiation scenario (i.e.,
varying market conditions) may lead to low success rate
and/or utility. For the benefit of readers following two ex-
amples are discussed: Example 1- consider a market

situation where negotiator agent A of type CRP experiences
very low critical condition in trading its resources, however,
instead of putting more pressure on negotiator B of type
CRB (i.e., repeating its previous counter-price or selecting
reverse movement and proposes higher counter-price in
comparison to its previous counter-price) and benefits from
such a desirable trading situation, he makes (insignificant/
very insignificant) concession based on its normal negoti-
ation strategy (i.e., lowering the price). Example 2- consider
a market situation where negotiator agent A of type CRP
experiences very high critical condition in trading its re-
sources, however, instead of relaxing the negotiation criteria
in front of negotiator B of type CRB (i.e., considering some
price-discount in the new made counter-price) and over-
comes such an undesirable trading situation, he makes con-
cession by applying normal negotiation strategy in which
although he follows the strategy of lowering the price but
the amount of the made concession cannot properly nar-
row the spread in counter-offers of the negotiators and in-
creases the chance of making agreement.
As we believe that extending the single-strategy based ne-

gotiation to the multi-strategy based negotiation (where the
strategies are inspired from negotiation strategies of the
real-world markets) and changing negotiation strategy ac-
cording to the critical condition of a trading market will
affect on the success rate and utility, in this paper the
real-world inspired multi-strategy based negotiating system
for cloud marketplace is proposed. Thus, three following is-
sues should be considered in designing such a system for
conducting the trading process between CRPs and CRBs: a)
Modeling the critical condition of the cloud trading market.
Recall that, it is essential for both CRBs and CRPs to adjust
their counter-price proposals (which are made in response
to the received proposals from trading opponents) accord-
ing to the critical condition of trading market aiming at
maximizing the market outcomes; b) Approaching to the
negotiation strategies of the real-world markets by design-
ing negotiation_strategy_basket which contains three
real-world inspired negotiation strategies: Relaxing strategy,
Normal concession strategy, and Pressuring strategy, and c)
Developing a new fuzzy decision controller in name Fuzzy
Negotiation Strategy Selection Decision System (FNSSDS)
to guide the negotiator agents in how to dynamically adjust
their counter-price proposals (i.e., selection of a suitable ne-
gotiation strategy from negotiation_strategy_basket) accord-
ing to the critical condition of trading market.
The structure of this paper is as follows: the previous

works in market-based resource allocation are reviewed in
“Related works” section. “Agents and entities of the
market-based system” section and “The proposed negoti-
ation model” section address the agents and entities of the
market-based system and the proposed negotiation model
which covers all three early mentioned issues. Compara-
tive performance evaluation of the proposed approach,
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which is performed by software simulation, is presented in
“Performance evaluation” section. Finally, in “Conclusions
and future works” section the research summary and fu-
ture directions are discussed.

Related works
Following, the numbers of state-of-the-art market-based
resource allocation mechanisms (those mainly focus on
distributed systems such as cloud and grid) are reviewed.
One of the first negotiation models is that of Kasbah [9]

creating an environment that enables users to generate elec-
tronic agents for selling and purchasing goods. Users can, to
some extent, control agent’s negotiation strategy in this en-
vironment. That is, the negotiators can control the rate of
adjusting offers by adopting different time-dependent strat-
egies (i.e., negotiation strategies with respect to remaining
trading time). These agents not only do not dynamically
react to changing market conditions but also they do not
adopt other well-known real-world inspired negotiation
strategies like pressuring and relaxing strategies.
In [9], negotiation strategies with respect to the

remaining time are adopted. In [10, 11] issues such as
time constraints, resource and negotiators’ behaviors are
considered in designing a negotiation model defining a
range of negotiation decision functions (NDF) to gener-
ate offers (or counter-offers). In this model, fuzzy simi-
larity to compute tradeoffs among multiple attributes
during bilateral negotiations and in the face of inherent
uncertainty in negotiation process is employed. Al-
though, designing the negotiation strategies are the main
challenge in these papers but the well-known real-world
inspired negotiation strategies like pressuring and relax-
ing strategies are ignored. Also, there is no method in
how to select the best negotiation strategy in response
to varying market situations.
In ([12, 13], by considering the necessity to design nego-

tiator agents for both sides of the market, market driven
negotiation agents in name MDA who react to various pat-
terns of supply-and-demand are designed. Three functions
are considered to define the negotiation strategy (which
are used by the MDAs during the negotiation-based grid
resource allocation): 1) opportunity degree, 2) competition
degree, and 3) time remaining to the deadline. The conces-
sion amount in each round of negotiation market is deter-
mined based on multiplying the values of the three
mentioned functions. The negotiation strategies of these
agents are not inspired from the real-world negotiation
markets, that is pressuring and relaxing strategies are not
considered. Sim and Wang [14] work on designing En-
hanced Market Driven Agents (i.e., EMDAs). The EMDA
uses a fuzzy decision controller to slightly relax its bargain-
ing criteria under (intense) GMP (Grid Market Pressure).
This work uses (a) degree of competition and (b) eagerness
as criteria for determining the amount of concession.

Although these agents are considered more realistic nego-
tiation strategies but one of the most well-known negoti-
ation strategy in name pressuring strategy (which is
applied in extremely favorable markets) is ignored. As
EMDAs are not designed to raise their expectations in ex-
tremely favorable market conditions, [4] complements [14]
by equipping the EMDAs with two additional fuzzy deci-
sion controllers. While the negotiator agents in [4] relax
and raise their expectations in response to market dynam-
ics by adopting two fuzzy decision controllers (one for
relaxing decision and another for raising decision), the in-
put factors which influence the EMDAs decision are lim-
ited (especially most of the market and behavior driven
factors are ignored in making such decisions). Considering
these factors can affect on making more accurate decisions
in response to varying negotiation situations. Also, different
tactics in front of trading opponents (like repeating previ-
ous counter-price) are ignored (more details can be found
in “The proposed negotiation model” section).
In addition, designing a new fuzzy inference system that

guides negotiator agents of type customer to relax their
decision based on the two following inputs: a) recent sta-
tistics in failing/succeeding in acquiring resources, and b)
demand for computing resources, and also, designing an-
other fuzzy inference system that guides negotiator agents
of type provider to relax their decision based on the two
following inputs: 1) utilization level, and 2) request factor,
are focused in [15]. Then, Sim [16] designs another fuzzy
system to capable of both negotiator types of the market
(i.e., customer and provider) in relaxing their decision
based on three following criteria: 1) degree of competition,
2) time pressure and 3) the relative distances from trading
partners’ proposals. Following, Sim evolves the fuzzy rule
set of [16] by applying an evolutionary algorithm in name
genetic algorithm (GA). Thus, the negotiator agents of
[16] are more adaptive. Similar to our explanations about
EMDAs [4], neither of the mentioned negotiator agents
consider most of the market and behavior driven factors
those have great affect on making more accurate decisions
in response to varying negotiation situations. Also, in de-
signing these agents other well-known real-world inspired
negotiation strategies like pressuring strategy and a
method to select the most suitable strategy in the face of
different market situations are ignored.
In [17], genetic algorithm (GA) is used to implement

strategies for automatic negotiation in e_commerce sys-
tems. The population in GA is strategies and tactics. Each
individual in the population is considered as a negotiator
agent. Negotiation parameters are encoded as a gene. Ac-
cording to [17]: “The objective of each negotiator (both
sellers and buyers) is to find a solution to maximize its
utility to satisfy constraints in an acceptable manner for
the trading opponent”. While this work focuses on negoti-
ation strategies, but real-world inspired negotiation
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strategies and a method to select the most suitable one in
the face of different market situations are ignored.
Athirai et al. [18] focus on the environments where

the resource provider’s trustworthiness is unknown and
proposes an approach for seller selection by inquiring
other buyers who are called consultants. This work does
not focus on making a basket of negotiation strategies
and providing a method in how to select a suitable strat-
egy (from the basket of negotiation strategies) in re-
sponse to varying market conditions.
In [19], a dynamic pricing mechanism with respect to the

historical information about trading behaviors of the oppo-
nents is designed. In this article four mutual behavior clas-
ses are considered and each opponent who has a more
suitable trading behavior enjoys receiving better price bid.
The behavior of an opponent B is defined based on 1) the
number of successful negotiations in which the negotiator
B is made, and 2) the ratio of average negotiation time be-
tween A (who analyzes the behavior of B) and B. Although,
the main focus of [19] is on designing behavior-based dy-
namic pricing mechanism, but well-known real-world in-
spired negotiation strategies like pressuring and relaxing
strategies are ignored. Then, in [20] the market- and behav-
ior- driven parameters those affect on making more suitable
amount of concession during the negotiation process are
extended. The flexibility in relaxing and raising negotiators’
decisions is ignored in designing MBDNAs. Also, in [21], a
new fuzzy inference system (FIS) is designed to evaluate
market pressure. Two FISs are developed, one for customer
side of the negotiation market and another for provider side
of the negotiation market. These FISs are applied by negoti-
ator agents to relax their decisions. The designed negotiator
agents of [21] are named as EMBDNA (Enhanced Market
and Behavior-driven Negotiation Agent). In addition, Se.
Adabi and Sa. Adabi [22] focus on designing negotiator
agents who are capable of evolving relaxed-criteria fuzzy
rule sets which are defined in [21] by invoking a
Biogeography-based optimization (BBO) algorithm. This
leads to improving the chance of successfully acquiring/
leasing out resources. The negotiator agents of [21, 22] do
not properly respond to the varying market situations espe-
cially by ignoring the well-known real-world inspired nego-
tiation strategy in name pressuring strategy. Also, other
factors should be considered in this paper for accurate
modeling of the critical condition in the trading market
(more details in “Modeling critical condition of the cloud
trading market” section).
In Sim [23] it is shown that negotiator agents in name

MDA which are designed in [12, 13] have acceptable per-
formance for negotiation-based pricing of cloud resources.
Thus, the results of [23] show that MDA supports negoti-
ation activities in market of cloud resource allocation. Also,
Sim [24] proposes an agent-based cloud resource allocation.
The negotiation activities of customers and providers are

modeled by using many-to-many negotiation model. To do
this, many customers can submit their demands to many
brokers and a broker can accept demands from more than
one customer. By submitting the requests from customers’
side of the market, customer agents and broker agents start
the negotiation process to establish SLAs for satisfying the
customers’ demands. It should be mentioned that, a broker
agent starts concurrent negotiations with multiple pro-
viders to establish SLAs aim at combining a set of services
from multiple cloud providers. These agents do not dynam-
ically react to changing market conditions. Also, other
well-known real-world inspired negotiation strategies like
pressuring and relaxing strategies are ignored.
A negotiation model considering competition degree in

the market, remaining negotiation time, and background of
negotiating opponents is proposed in [2]. Another character-
istic of this model is dynamicity of the negotiation process.
Also, a new negotiation-based cloud framework is proposed
in this paper. Similar to our early discussions, in this work
the well-known real-world inspired negotiation strategies
like pressuring and relaxing strategies are ignored.
A novel model in name Combinatorial Double Auc-

tion Resource Allocation (CDARA) is proposed in [25].
This work focuses on solving the following challenge:
“what is the most suitable VM for executing the cus-
tomer’s task in a way that the requirements of both sides
(i.e., provider side and customer side) are satisfied?”. To
do this, and instead of using the normal auction,
CDARA model in which double-sided competition and
bidding on an unrestricted number of items are allowed
is introduced in [25]. Also, in the proposed model of
[25] the market participants are encouraged to reveal
their true valuation during bidding. Modeling the critical
condition of the cloud trading market and selecting suit-
able strategy according to different critical conditions of
the cloud trading market are ignored in this paper.
Al-Jaljouli et al. [26] present a framework based on safe

mobile agent of e_commerce negotiation. This model pro-
vides the answer to the question of how to control the risk
of losing offers with the highest utility and maximize a
customer’s utility respecting different time constraints. In
this paper, pressuring and relaxing strategies in response
to varying negotiation market situations are ignored.
Obviously, selecting a single strategy in various types

of negotiation scenario may cause undesirable outcomes
such as low utility or low success rate. Thus, Kumar
Awasthi et al. [27] propose a new multi-strategy based
negotiating system. This system supports the negotiators
by making the possibility of dynamically selecting the
suitable strategy at any point of the negotiation process.
This paper does not focus on making price discount in
front of the negotiators. Also, how to mathematically
model the critical condition of the cloud trading market
is not discussed in this paper.
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The main focus of [28] is on creating an automated
cloud marketplace to support each cloud user in making
decision about how to select a suitable cloud resource
provider who proposes an economical resource. Also,
maximizing the revenue of resource providers is another
issue that is focused in this paper. Thus, the cloud mar-
ket system of [28] which is named as Cloud Market
Maker System supports both customer side and provider
side of the trading market. Making suitable respond to
varying market conditions is ignored in [28].
In [29], a new negotiation strategy which is named as

ConTask is proposed for grid resource allocation. Accord-
ing to [29]:“The ConTask allows a client to concede be-
yond the last best proposal of the grid resource allocator or
its own proposal in order to start the subsequent interrup-
tion period under favorable conditions for negotiation (i.e.,
closer to the maximum of resource availability)”. By intro-
ducing this new negotiation strategy not only the length of
interruption periods is reduced but also the length of exe-
cution periods is increased. Also, the ConTask tries to not
sacrifice the utilities of the clients (but not improve them).
This paper focuses on only the client side of the market
and applying encouraging strategy by the grid resource al-
locator in unfavorable conditions is ignored.
In summary, most of the previous works in market-based

cloud resource allocation consider static (or single) negoti-
ation strategy and do not pay attention to extend the nego-
tiation strategies of the cloud negotiator agents with
respect to the negotiation strategies of the real-world mar-
kets’ negotiators. In addition designing the autonomous
negotiator agents who dynamically adopt the suitable ne-
gotiation strategy with respect to the varying negotiation
market conditions is another issue that is ignored in the
previous works. These issues motivate the authors to de-
sign a new real-world inspired multi-strategy based negoti-
ating system for automatic cloud resource allocation.

Agents and entities of the market-based system
Trading activities in the cloud market are conducted based
on negotiation mechanism. Moreover, software agents are
designed to make complex decisions for managing supply
and demand in such a negotiation market. Therefore, the
market system follows a multi-agent architecture. In such
a market system, autonomous agents are designed to
realize automated marketplace. In this automated market
place three following categories of agents are defined: a)
agents who work for resource provider (seller), b) agents
who work for resource customers (buyers), and c) agents
who are responsible for creating and managing cloud
marketplace. Cloud Resource Provider Agent (CRPA)
and Fuzzy Negotiation Strategy Selection Agent_Cloud
Resource Provider (FNSSA_CRP) are the agents who are
defined in the provider side of the market environment.
Also, Cloud Resource Broker Agent (CRBA) and Fuzzy

Negotiation Strategy Selection Agent_Cloud Resource
Broker (FNSSA_CRB) are the agents who are defined in
the customer side of the market environment. Finally, Ne-
gotiation Market Coordinator Agent (NegMarCoordi-
natorA), Market Billboard Agent (MarBillboardA), and
Consulting Agent (ConA) are the agents who are de-
signed to create and manage market environment. The re-
sponsibilities of the proposed seven agents are discussed in
details in “Trading scenario in the proposed negotiation
market” section.
Following seven entities are also designed in the pro-

posed cloud marketplace: 1) Market, 2) Billboard, 3) PA’s
resource supply file (SupplyFile), 4) CA’s resource demand
file (DemandFile), 5) Database for keeping all characteris-
tics of the supplied VMs (SupplyDirectory), 6) Database
for keeping all characteristics of the requested VMs
(DemandDirectory), and 7) Local database which is
assigned to each customer (and respectively, provider) and
contains behavior backgrounds of the resource providers
(and respectively, resource customers) on how to sell (and
respectively, how to buy) the resources (BehaviorDB).
Following, the detailed descriptions of the seven en-

tities of the proposed cloud market system are pre-
sented. The connection between the proposed agents
and entities and also, the connection between the pro-
posed agents are shown in Fig. 1a and b, respectively.

� Market: This entity allows customers and providers
of services (in our paper cloud services) to interact
to facilitate transactions [30]. In other words, this
entity supports market-based mechanism for trading
cloud resources. The proposed marketplace makes a
platform for negotiation-based resource allocation in
the cloud. In such a marketplace, seven classes of
the agents are designed to conduct the negotiating
process. In this marketplace, instances of multiple
VM types can be traded simultaneously. Thus, for
trading the instances of P types of VM, the
negotiation marketplace is divided into P sub-markets
and for each sub-market k a billboard, which is shown
by Billboardk symbol (where k∈{1,.., P}), is
considered. As an example, the customers who
demand for instances of VM type t will participate
to the sub-market t and the information related to
that sub-market is made available to these customers
through Billboardt.

� Billboard: This entity realizes agent blackboard
communication architecture. In this architecture
and in order to avoid direct communications of
agents with each other, the information is made
available to all agents in a system through a
common information space. Reducing the
complexity and overhead of message exchange
between agents besides saving the time spent to
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achieve the required information in the market
are the benefits of using billboard. The billboard
has eight entries: 1) Market number, 2) Identifiers
of cloud resource provider agents (CRPA.IDs), 3)
Market round, 4) Identifiers of cloud resource
broker (customer) agents (CRBA.IDs), 5) Resource
item IDs registered by each CRPA, 6) Number of
CRPAs in the marketplace, 7) Maximum number
of requests submitted by the negotiator agent of
type CRB in the negotiation market until current
negotiation round t, and 8) Number of CRBAs in
the marketplace.

� SupplyFile: This file includes: 1) characteristics of
the supplied resource type (i.e., VM). Cloud resource
providers package their resources as various virtual
machine types to be allocated to the cloud resource
customers. A cloud resource provider proposes P
virtual machine types: VM1, …, VMP. The maximum
number of virtual machine k instances of a cloud
resource provider that can be hosted simultaneously
by that provider in a specific time period is denoted
by Ck. Recall that, any type of virtual machine in the
proposed solution includes<CPU, Memory, Storage>.
Based on the customer’s demand, bundles of
instances of various virtual machine types can be
requested by that customer, 2) resource supply
conditions (such as the negotiation deadline to reach
an agreement in the market), and 3) the intended
utility functions and negotiation strategies, which
are registered by the resource supplier through user
interface (UI). Some parts of the SupplyFile file are
private and some parts are not. For example,
although the characteristics of the supplied VM type

are not private, negotiation strategy, and the
negotiation deadline to reach an agreement are
private.

� DemandFile: This file includes: 1) characteristics of
each demand which are defined based on the tuple
<CPU, Memory, Storage>, 2) demand conditions
(such as the predefined deadline for making an
agreement in the market and non-functional
characteristics of a customer’s demand), and 3)
the intended utility functions and negotiation
strategies, which are registered by the customer
through user interface (UI). Some parts of the
DemandFile file are private and some parts are
not. For example, although the characteristics of
the requested VM are not private, utility functions,
negotiation strategy, and the negotiation deadline to
reach an agreement are private.

� SupplyDirectory: First part of the SupplyFiles of all
active resource providers (i.e., characteristics of each
supplied VM) are kept in this storage so as to make
it possible to find providers who are able to serve
resource customers’ demands.

� DemandDirectory: First part of the DemandFiles of
all active resource customers (i.e., characteristics of
each demanded VM) are kept in this storage.

� BehaviorDB: Each resource provider agent (and
respectively, customer agent) has its own local
database to keep buying behavior background of any
customer agent (and respectively, selling behavior
background of any provider agent) who has faced
him in the previous marketplaces. Each record in
BehaviorDB includes: a) Identifier of trading
opponent (ID), b) Number of confrontations with

CRB

BehaviorDB

FNSSA_CRBCRBA

FNSSA_CRBCRBA

DemandDirectory

ConANegMarCoordinatorA MarBillboardA
MarBillboardANegMarCoordinatorA

SupplyDirectory
FNSSA_CRPCRPA

FNSSA_CRPCRPA

CRP
BehaviorDB

(a) (b)
Fig. 1 a The connection between the proposed agents and entities, b The connection between the proposed agents
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that trading opponent, c) Number of successful
negotiations with that trading opponent, d) Average
consensus time in the successful negotiations with
that trading opponent, and e) Mutual behavior class
of that trading opponent. Details of how to determine
the mutual behavior class of the trading opponent are
explained in “Modeling critical condition of the cloud
trading market from FNSSA_CRB’s point of view”
section.

Trading scenario in the proposed negotiation market
The trading scenario of the negotiation-based cloud re-
source allocation is shown in Fig. 2 and it contains follow-
ing five major steps: 1) Registering supply, 2) Submitting
demand, 3) Preparation of negotiation market, 4) Starting
and performing negotiation, and 5) Finalizing the negoti-
ation results obtained from the negotiation process.

i) Step.1: The characteristics of the supplied VM type
together with resource provider’s supply conditions,
utility functions and negotiation strategies to be
used during negotiation process is registered by a
resource provider in the cloud marketplace in the
form of resource supply file (i.e., SupplyFile) through
UI (User Interface). As the resource registration is
occurred, cloud resource provider agent (CRPA)
corresponding to the physical resource provider is
created in the cloud market. Then, the first part of
the SupplyFile of the resource provider (i.e.,
characteristics of each supplied VM) is registered by
CRPA in the SupplyDirectory and registration
process is completed. For the benefit of readers
details related to this step are shown in Algorithm (1):
Supply Registration.

ii) Step.2: The characteristics of the requested VM
type together with its demand conditions, utility
functions and negotiation strategies to be used
during negotiation process is submitted by a
resource customer in the cloud marketplace in the
form of resource demand file (i.e., DemandFile)
through UI. Once the customer’s resource demand
is submitted, cloud resource broker agent (CRBA)
corresponding to the physical resource customer is
created in the cloud market. Then, the first part of
the DemandFile of the resource customer (i.e.,
characteristics of each demanded VM) is submitted
by CRBA in the DemandDirectory and submission
process is completed. For the benefit of readers

details related to this step are shown in Algorithm
(2): Demand Submission.

iii) Step.3: By submitting demands and registering
supplies in the marketplace, negotiation market
coordinator agent (i.e., NegMarCoordinatorA)
retrieves each record of DemandDirectory and then
searches SuppyDirectory in order to find resource
provider(s) who can serve that record. If the result
of SuppyDirectory search is null, no deal action
is done (as the presence of at least one provider
is essential to start negotiation) otherwise,
NegMarCoordinatorA sends CRBA and discovered
CRPA(s) the FNSSA_CRB creation message
corresponds to that CRBA and FNSSA_CRP creation
messages correspond to the discovered CRPA(s),
respectively. For any CRPA who still exists in the
marketplace due to the submitted resource demands
in the previous market rounds, the FNSSA_CRP
creation message is ignored. It is worth to mention
that, different types of VM can be demanded and
supplied by the customers and providers in the
marketplace, respectively. But, considering all types of
VM in providing discussions about this step leads
to huge complexity in reading and writing. Also,
in our proposed marketplace multiple customers
can negotiate with multiple providers (i.e., our
marketplace supports many-to-many negotiation).
But, considering this issue can also lead to huge
complexity in reading and writing. Thus, and
only to simplify writing and reading the details
of this step, following assumptions are made: 1)
one sub-market where the instances of VM type
k are traded is considered, and 2) only one customer
agent and multiple provider agents participate in the
marketplace. It is highlighted again that, these as-
sumptions are just for ease of writing and reading.
Obviously, and according to the setting of the
simulation (see “Performance evaluation” section),
the trading scenario is applicable for a marketplace
with multiple customer agents and multiple provider
agents. Also, the trading scenario is applicable for
marketplace that multiple VM types are supplied and
demanded (as an example, we consider three types of
VM for setting the simulation). By creating FNSSA_
CRB and FNSSA_CRP(s), these agents receive
negotiation protocol from NegMarCoordinatorA.
Following, the NegMarCoordinatorA creates the
negotiation thread between dealer agents. The

Fig. 2 Five steps of the market-based cloud resource allocation scenario
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term “negotiation thread” is used for a negotiation
between a negotiator A and its trading opponent B.
By creating negotiation thread and before starting the
negotiation process, each FNSSA_CRP (and
respectively, FNSSA_CRB) retrieves mutual_beha-
vior_class of the CRBA (and respectively,
mutual_behavior_class of each CRPA) who the
negotiation thread is created between his and
that CRPA (and respectively, CRBA) from the
local BehaviorDB. If the CRPA (and respectively,
CRBA) has not faced CRBA (and respectively,
CRPA) in the previous negotiation markets no
result (i.e., mutual_behavior_class) is returned.
Under such a condition (and to have a fair view)
the CRBA’s mutual_ behavior_class (and respectively,
CRPA’s mutual_behavior_class) is considered to be
equivalent to the negotiator agents who have half of
the part of the good behavior and half of the part of
the bad behavior. It means that the mutual_beha-
vior_class of such a dealer agent is considered at nei-
ther pessimistically nor optimistically and the mean
mutual_behavior_class is considered for him (more
details are discussed in “Modeling critical condi-
tion of the cloud trading market from
FNSSA_CRB’s point of view” section). In addition, if
another active resource demand for kth type of VM
is not found in the market (and therefore, no
corresponding sub-market has been created),
NegMarCoordinatorA creates MarBillboardA and
sends the message of creating billboard to Mar-
BillboardA, thus, the billboard related to the sub-
market of kth type of VM is created. In case of
billboard existence, the message of updating bill-
board is sent to MarBillboardA in order to up-
date information contained in the billboard. At
the end of this step, NegMarCoordinatorA coor-
dinates and sets market rounds.1 This means that
to synchronize the receiving and transmitting
bidding messages, the negotiators of the market
can take actions only at certain market rounds.
For the benefit of readers details related to this
step are shown in Algorithm (3): Matching Sup-
plies and Demands and Preparing Negotiation
Sub-Marketk.

iv) Step.4: In each round of market, each of the
negotiator agents receives the required information
to perform negotiation from MarBillboardA. As
mentioned before, the negotiators can propose
their bids only at certain times in the (finite) set
T = {0,1, …, t}. Given that market is opened at
round t = 0, FNSSA_CRPs (and respectively,
FNSSA_CRBs) should propose their offers, which
are made based on the negotiation model, to
their trading opponent(s) in odd rounds of the

market (and respectively, even rounds of the
market). The agreement in negotiation is reached
if both parties of the negotiation inform their
agreements. At the beginning of each even round
of the negotiation (in a way that t ≠ 0), each
FNSSA_CRB evaluates the received offers from
its trading opponents (i.e., FNSSA_CRPs) and
based on the evaluation results, makes suitable
counter-offers in response to the received offers.
Similarly, at the beginning of each odd round of
the negotiation (in a way that t ≠ 1), each
FNSSA_CRP evaluates the received offers from
its trading opponents (i.e., FNSSA_CRBs) and
based on the evaluation results, makes suitable
counter-offers in response to the received offers.
Details of the negotiation model are discussed in
“The proposed negotiation model” section. More-
over, each FNSSA_CRP (and respectively,
FNSSA_CRB) consults with ConA in order to
decide whether any changes in the determined
counter-price offer (according to the critical
condition of trading market) is required or not.
Details regarding the calculation of coefficient
of price changing (which is decided by ConA)
and also making of a final counter-price offer
with respect to the determined coefficient of
price changing (which is done by negotiator
agent of type FNSSA_CRB or FNSSA_CRP) are
discussed in “Negotiation strategy” section. For
the benefit of readers details related to this step
are shown in Algorithm (4): Dealing in Negoti-
ation Market.

v) Step.5: By finalizing each negotiation thread,
FNSSA_CRB (and respectively, FNSSA_CRP) of that
negotiation thread informs NegMarCoordinatorA
and that CRBA (and respectively, CRPA), who assigns
him the negotiation responsibility, about the
negotiation result. In addition, in the case of having
successful negotiation thread, FNSSA_CRB (and
respectively, FNSSA_CRP) updates the content
of the local database BehaviorDB. Then,
NegMarCoordinatorA deletes negotiation thread
between the FNSSA_CRB and FNSSA_CRP and
sends the updating message according to the
negotiation thread deletion to MarBillboardA.
Finally, the physical resource customer (and
respectively, the physical resource provider) is
informed about the negotiation result by CRBA
(and respectively, CRPA) who conducts the
negotiation process on behalf of him and the
outcomes of successful negotiations will be
executed by the cloud resource provider. For the
benefit of readers details related to this step are
shown in Algorithm (5): Finalizing Negotiation.
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The proposed negotiation model
Following, the three parts of the negotiation model (i.e.,
(1) the used utility models for the negotiating parties,
(2) the negotiation strategy applied during the negoti-
ation process, and (3) the negotiation protocol) of nego-
tiator agents of type FNSSA_CRB and FNSSA_CRP are
explained.

Negotiation utility
Utility function is used to model any kind of behavior of
each negotiator. The outcome of the negotiation process
is evaluated through a “utility function” by a negotiator
agent. Since this paper does not aim at designing utility
functions, the relative part of the paper bases upon util-
ity function of [21]. For simplicity, the utility function is
a linear one only constrained by time and cost. That is,
resource providers (i.e., FNSSA_CRP) are willing to rent
out their resources in the shortest time with the
maximum income; also resource customers (i.e.,
FNSSA_CRB) are willing to hire its demanded resources
in the shortest time with the lowest payment. If the ne-
gotiation ends in disagreement, both negotiation sides
(e.g., FNSSA_CRBs and FNSSA_CRPs) receive the worst
possible utility (e.g., zero). Details of the utility functions
defined for the agents of type FNSSA_CRB and
FNSSA_CRP are addressed in [21].

Negotiation protocol
The mechanism and rules those are used by the negoti-
ator agents are called protocol. In this paper, the negoti-
ation protocol in named EAlternating offer protocol [21]
is applied as the reference protocol. In summary, the
main negotiation rules (which are inspired from [19, 20]
are as follow: i) market is opened at t = 0, ii) in the first
round of the market FNSSA_CRB proposes his offer, iii)
negotiators propose their offers in alternate market
rounds in which negotiators of type CRB propose their
offers in even market rounds and negotiators of type
CRP propose their offers in odd market rounds, iv) At
the first round in which its negotiatori’s turn to propose
his bid, the negotiatori proposes IP (initial price) that
brings him the maximum utility, v) Negotiator agents
have incomplete information about each others, and vi)
Several pairs of dealers can negotiate simultaneously. In
addition, three following rules and assumptions (defined
in this paper) are also considered in specifying the nego-
tiation activities between negotiator agents:
vii. As a negotiation thread is created in the market,

each negotiator agent of type FNSSA_CRP (and respect-
ively, FNSSA_CRB) searches its trading opponent ID in
the local database BehaviorDB to retrieve the mutual_be-
havior_class of its trading opponent. If, in previous trading
markets, a negotiator agent of type FNSSA_CRP (and re-
spectively, FNSSA_CRB) has not faced FNSSA_CRB (and

respectively, FNSSA_CRP), no record is retrieved as a re-
sult of searching local database BehaviorDB.
viii. At the beginning of each negotiation round, the

negotiator agent who turns to move investigates the re-
ceived offer from its opponent agent to make an action
in response to him. The action space of negotiator agent
A in front of its trading opponent is AS = {Initial_Accept,
Final_Accept, Reject, Price_Bid}. According to the re-
ceived offer from the trading opponent different actions
are made by the negotiator agent in response to him: a)
if the type of received offer is Initial_Accept, final agree-
ment is done in response to the best trading opponent
whose initial accept generates the highest utility for the
negotiator agent. Thus, any dealer agent who negotiates
for one instance of the VM type can finalize only one
Initial_Accept message (that brings him the maximum
utility) amongst the received Initial_Accept messages
from its trading opponents. As a result, each Initial_Ac-
cept should be confirmed by the trading opponent to
finalize the successful negotiation, b) if the type of re-
ceived offer is Reject the negotiation process unsuccess-
fully ends, c) obviously if the type of received offer is
Final_Accept the negotiation process successfully ends
and d) if the type of received offer is Price_Bid, first by
applying the basic negotiation strategy (according to the
MDA’s negotiation strategy [12]) the counter-price offer
is made and then by consulting with ConA who is
equipped with FNSSDS (Fuzzy Negotiation Strategy Se-
lection Decision System) it is determined that whether
any price changing (with respect to the critical condition
of trading market) is required. Following, by applying
the result of consulting in the counter-price offer (if it is
needed), the revised counter-price offer is made. Finally,
the utility of the last price bid received from that trading
opponent is compared with the utility of the counter-price
offer (which is now made by the negotiator agent). If the
utility of the negotiator agent’s counter-price offer is not
greater than the utility of the last price bid received from
that trading opponent, the Initial_Accept action is made
in response to that trading opponent, else the Price_Bid
action (considering the counter-price which is made by
the negotiator agent) is done in response to that trading
opponent. It should be mentioned that, the Initial_Accept
action is made in response to the proposal that brings the
maximum utility for the dealer. Thus, only one Initial_Ac-
cept is allowed by a dealer who negotiates for one instance
of the VM type in each market round. The state diagram
of the negotiator agents of type CRB (and respectively,
CRP) is illustrated in Fig. 3a (and respectively, Fig. 3b).
ix. By applying FNSSDS (Fuzzy Negotiation Strategy Se-

lection Decision System) in different critical conditions of
the cloud trading market, and inspired from real-world
negotiation markets, one of the following strategies is se-
lected from the negotiation_strategy_basket: 1) Normal
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concession strategy, 2) Relaxing strategy and 3) Pressuring
strategy. The main idea is that, the strictness of accepting
received counter-price offer should be relaxed in undesir-
able trading market situations to increase the chance of
reaching an agreement even with a little less utility (i.e.,
Relaxing strategy). It means that, by relinquishing utility a
little more in each negotiation round and covering the dif-
ference between counter-prices and received prices in
such a high critical trading condition, the possibility of
reaching a successful deal will be increased. Moreover, the
strictness of accepting received offer should be increased
in desirable trading market situations to improve the
chance of reaching an agreement with the best utility (i.e.,
Pressuring strategy). It means that in such a low critical
trading condition, the goal of increasing the gained utility

is the most highlighted one among the other goals. For
this purpose, a negotiator agent of type resource provider
(and respectively, resource customer) whose turn is to
make its counter-price offer repeats its previous offer or
instead of declining the counter-price offer (and respect-
ively, raising the counter-price offer) adopts the reverse
direction in making counter-price offer. It is understand-
able that in normal trading market situations, the negoti-
ator agent just adopts its basic negotiation strategy to
make its counter-price offer in response to its trading op-
ponent irrespective of applying any strictness or relaxation
in the counter-price offer (i.e., Normal concession strat-
egy). More details about the proposed negotiation_strate-
gy_basket can be found in “The proposed negotiation_
strategy_basket” section.

(a) (b)
Fig. 3 a State diagram of the negotiator agents of type CRB in the market environment, b State diagram of the negotiator agents of type CRP in
the market environment
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Negotiation strategy
Any choice of the negotiator agent at negotiation round
t is called negotiation strategy. Our negotiator agents
focus only on single-issue negotiation (e.g., price only).
Therefore, the action that is taken by the negotiator of
this paper at negotiation round t in front of its trading
opponent is concession amount determination.
Having just one static negotiation strategy during a ne-

gotiation process limits the flexibility of a negotiator agent
in different critical conditions of the trading market and
may destroy the chance of making more numbers of suc-
cessful agreements and making better incomes. Thus, in-
spired from real-world trading market, it is essential to
have a basket of negotiation strategies which enables ne-
gotiator agents to select correct action in different critical
conditions of the trading market. Thus, our major chal-
lenge in designing a basket of negotiation strategies is the
proximity of such a basket to the negotiation strategies of
negotiator agents in the real-world trading markets.

Modeling critical condition of the cloud trading market
Accordingly, in order to enable negotiation agents to
have better functionalities in the negotiation market a
negotiation_strategy_basket with three following negoti-
ation strategies (which are inspired from the real-world
markets) is introduced: 1) Relaxing strategy, 2) Pressur-
ing strategy and 3) Normal concession strategy.
In the following, first of all, how to model the concept

of critical condition of the cloud trading market is dis-
cussed. Then, the details of negotiation_strategy_basket
and how to change the counter-price offer in different
critical conditions of the cloud trading market by choos-
ing a suitable negotiation strategy from the negotiation_-
strategy_basket (i.e., adopting the suitable negotiation
strategy) are discussed. To do this, a new fuzzy decision
making system which is named as Fuzzy Negotiation
Strategy Selection Decision System (FNSSDS) is de-
signed. So that, the parameters those applied in making
the concept of critical condition of the cloud trading
market are the inputs of FNSSDS and coefficient of price
changing (i.e., α) is the output of FNSSDS.
Since there are two types of negotiator agents in

names FNSSA_CRB and FNSSA_CRP in the negotiation
market environment, modeling of critical condition of
the cloud trading market should be investigated separ-
ately for each side of the market (i.e., customer side and
provider side).
Table 1 summarizes the parameters that are used to

model critical condition of the cloud trading market
from FNSSA_CRB’s point of view and FNSSA_CRP’s
point of view. Also, for the benefit of readers the mathe-
matic calculation formulas and their brief descriptions
are provided in Table 1.
Following the details of the parameters are discussed.

Modeling critical condition of the cloud trading mar-
ket from FNSSA_CRB’s point of view A CRB who sub-
mits its demand(s) in a cloud market and spends time
in this cloud market to satisfy its requirements has a
deadline for making agreement(s). When the CRB’s
deadline is expired and in the case of having no success-
ful deal, the CRB’s business activities may be hurt due to
losing the resource(s) and not executing its demanded
task(s). Thus, to avoid such an undesirable business
situation, any reason that makes role in decreasing the
negotiation power of the CRB and thus, increasing the
chance of making bad/unsuccessful deal(s) should be
faced. Obviously, ignoring the unsuitable market situa-
tions may lead to experiencing market critical condition
in a longer time or experiencing the higher amount of
market critical condition in the near future. The word
“market critical condition” refers to a trading situation in
which there is not much hope on making agreements. It
is worth to mention that, tuning the counter-offers with
respect to the market criticality is a suitable solution to
confront the undesirable market situations. In summary,
critical condition of the market puts high pressure on
the negotiators and increases the risk of having high
numbers of unsuccessful deals.
First of all, the discussion about the available informa-

tion to model the critical condition of the cloud trading
market from FNSSA_CRB’s point of view is provided.
Second, the details related to the parameters constituting
the market criticality (see Table 1) are explained.
To extract the parameters those affect the bargaining

position of the CRBs, three sources of market pressure
are recognized as follow: 1) pressure from provider side
of the market (i.e., trading opponents), 2) pressure from
customer side of the market (i.e., competitors), and 3)
pressure from local condition of the CRB.
Any estimation about the bargaining power of the trad-

ing opponents can be done by using public information of
the market. From the market billboard, number of trading
opponents is available. Also, by analyzing the local Beha-
viorDB a trading behavior of each trading opponent who
has faced in the previous markets can be determined. Fi-
nally, in current market, the counter-offers of the trading
opponents are visible for a negotiator who negotiates with
those trading opponents. Thus, the negotiation power of
the trading opponents can be determined by considering
the early discussed information. When the bargaining
power of negotiator agent i’s trading opponents tends to
high, the bargaining power of negotiator agent i tends to
low. Parameters (1–4) of Table 1 are used to determine
the amount of pressure from the trading opponent side of
the market and are calculated based on the early discussed
available information.
Similarly, any estimation about the bargaining power

of the competitors can be done by using public
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Table 1 Parameters that are used to model critical condition of the cloud trading market from both FNSSA_CRP’s and FNSSA_CRB’s
points of view and their calculation formulas

# Parameter name Parameter definition Calculation formula

From FNSSA_CRB’s
point of view

1 NTOA
t

Number of Trading Opponents no:trading opponentAt
no:trading opponentAt þno:competitorAt

Symbol Definition:
• no:trading opponentAt : Number of trading opponents of
negotiator A in tth round of negotiation.

• no:competitorAt : Number of competitors of negotiator A in tth
round of negotiation.

2 AD MBCTOA
t

Acceptance Degree of Mutual
Behavior Class between an Agent
A and its Trading Opponents

½ðpercentageNLNHt −percentageLHt Þ�100�þ100
200

Symbol Definition:
• percentageNRNHt : Percentage of trading opponents with NLNH
(not loyal and not hasty) mutual behavior class.

• percentageRHt : Percentage of trading opponents with LH (loyal
and hasty) mutual behavior class.

3 DATOPAt Distance from Average of Trading
Opponents’ Proposals

X no:trading opponentAt−1
k¼1 PBkt−1−P

A
t−2X no:trading opponentAt−1

k¼1 PBkt−1

Symbol Definition:

•
Pno:trading opponentAt−1

k¼1 PBkt−1: Average of counter-price offers of A’s
trading opponents in negotiation round t-1.

• PAt−2 : Counter-price offer of A in negotiation round t-2.

4 En RTOA
t

Entrance Rate of Trading
Opponents

En TOA
t − Min En TOA

t

Max En TOA
t � Min En TOA

t

Symbol Definition:
• En TOA

t : Number of A’s trading opponents in the current market
round t.

• Min En TOA
t : Minimum number of trading opponents ever

experienced by A up to negotiation round t.
• Max En TOA

t : Maximum number of trading opponents ever
experienced by A up to negotiation round t.

5 NCA
t

Number of Competitors no:competitorAt
no:trading opponentAt þno:competitorAt

Symbol Definition:
• no:trading opponentAt : Number of trading opponents of
negotiator A in tth round of negotiation.

• no:competitorAt : Number of competitors of negotiator A in tth
round of negotiation.

6 En RCA
t

Entrance Rate of Competitors En CAt − Min En CAt
Max En CAt � Min En CAt

Symbol Definition:
• En CA

t : Number of A’s competitors in the current market round t.
• Min En CA

t : Minimum number of competitors ever experienced
by A up to negotiation round t.

• Max En CA
t : Maximum number of competitors ever experienced

by A up to negotiation round t.

7 NEAt Negotiator’s Eagerness for Hiring
Resource Type Instances

ATSAt þRSRtMSRAt
2

Where:

ATSAt =

X
Total no:SRequestsAt
m¼1

�
t−tRm ;Aentrance

tAexit−t
Rm ;A
entrance

�
Totalno:SRequestsAt

RSRtMSRAt = Total no:SRequestsAt
MaxTotal RequestsAt

Symbol Definition:

• tRm ;Aentrance : Negotiation market round in which Rm is submitted.

• Rm :mth request of agent A.

• Total no:SRequestsAt : Total number of requests submitted by A
up to current market round t.

• tAexit : Exit time of A.
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information of the market. From the market billboard,
number of competitors is the only information which is
available. Thus, the negotiation power of the competi-
tors can be determined by considering the early dis-
cussed information. When the bargaining power of
negotiator agent i’s competitors tends to high, the
bargaining power of negotiator agent i tends to low.
Parameters (5–6) of Table 1 are used to determine
the amount of pressure from competitor side of the
market and are calculated based on the early dis-
cussed available information.
Finally, the negotiation power of negotiator agent i is

determined based on the private information of that ne-
gotiator. The eagerness of the negotiator i to achieve a
resource through negotiation process and also remaining
time to reach an agreement in the negotiation market

are the two parameters those affect the bargaining power
of negotiator agent i. Parameters (7–8) of Table 1 are
used to determine the amount of pressure from local
condition of negotiator agent i and are calculated based
on the early discussed information.
Following, details related to the parameters (1–8) of

Table 1 those are used to estimate the bargaining power
of the negotiator agent i of type CRB are explained.

i. NTOA
t : This parameter represents opportunities to

create successful deals. More opportunities indicate
more chance for the negotiator agent A to come to
a consensus with its trading opponents, hence
suffering less pressure for conceding. The number
of trading opponents of an agent A in tth market
round which is A’s turn to make a suitable action in

Table 1 Parameters that are used to model critical condition of the cloud trading market from both FNSSA_CRP’s and FNSSA_CRB’s
points of view and their calculation formulas (Continued)

# Parameter name Parameter definition Calculation formula

• MaxTotal RequestsAt : Maximum number of requests submitted by
the negotiator agent of type CRB in the negotiation market until
current round t.

8 RTtDeadlineAt Remaining Time to Negotiation
Deadline

1−½ t−ðtAentranceþHalft
A
deadlineÞ

ðtAentranceþtAdeadlineÞ−ðtAentranceþHalft
A
deadlineÞ

� IF condition A

1 IF condition B

(

Symbol Definition:
• Condition A : t > tAentrance þ Half tAdeadline .
• Condition B: t≤ tAentrance þ Half tAdeadline .
• Half tAdeadline: Half of negotiator A’s deadline.

• tAentrance: Time in which the negotiator agent A entrances to the
negotiation market to purchase virtual machine types instances.

From FNSSA_CRP’s
point of view

9 NTOA
t

Number of Trading Opponents See calculation formula in record # 1

10 AD MBCTOA
t

Acceptance Degree of Mutual
Behavior Class between an Agent
A and its Trading Opponents

See calculation formula in record # 2

11 En RTOA
t

Entrance Rate of Trading
Opponents

See calculation formula in record # 4

12 DATOPAt Distance from Average of Trading
Opponents’ Proposals

PAt−2−
X no:trading opponentAt−1

k¼1 PBkt−1
PAt−2

Symbol Definition:

•
Pno:trading opponentAt−1

k¼1 PBkt−1 : Average of price-offers of A’s trading
opponents in negotiation round t-1.

• PAt−2: Counter-price offer of A in negotiation round t-2.

13 NCA
t

Number of Competitors See calculation formula in record # 5

14 En RCA
t

Entrance Rate of Competitors See calculation formula in record # 6

15 ULAt Utility Level RCAt
TCAt

Symbol Definition:
• RCA

t : Rented resources of negotiator agent A up to negotiation
round

• TCA
t : Total of supplied resources by negotiator agent A in the

period of holding negotiation market.

16 RTtDeadlineAt Remaining Time to Negotiation
Deadline

See calculation formula in record # 8
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response to the received counter-offer is calculated
as Eq. (1) [20]:

NTOA
t ¼ no:trading opponentAt

no:trading opponentAt þ no:competitorAt
ð1Þ

where no:trading opponentAt and no:competitorAt repre-
sent number of trading opponents and number of com-
petitors of A in tth round of negotiation, respectively.
The negotiator agent A’s competitor is an agent of type
A who competes with A for the same resource type. In
addition, the negotiator agent A’s trading opponent is an
agent which is not of type A who locates on the other
side of the negotiation market and bargains with A for a
specific resource type. The more NTOA

t , the less the ne-
gotiator agent A of type CRB is under pressure to con-
cede for increasing the chance of making successful
agreements.

ii. AD MBCTOA
t : This parameter represents the

acceptance degree of mutual behavior class
between an agent A and its trading opponents
(i.e., {B1, B2, …, Bk} where k is the total number
of A’s trading opponents) [20]. The following
two parameters: 1) average negotiation time to
make successful deals (i.e., speed of making
successful negotiations) and 2) number of
successful negotiations, are used to define

MBCTOBk
A (i.e. mutual behavior class of

negotiator agent A’s trading opponent Bk). The
following parameters are required for

determination of MBCTOBk
A : 1) Bk − id: the

identifier of kth trading opponent of an agent A,
2) #CRNMBk−A : numbers of cloud resource
negotiation market (CRNM) that both agents A
and Bk participate in, 3) #Suc:negBk−A : numbers
of successful deals between agents A and Bk in
all CRNMs that both of them participate in, and

4) Avg:neg:timeBk
A : Average time to reach

agreement between agents A and Bk in all
CRNMs that both of them participate in. The

parameters constituting MBCTOBk
A and also the

determined MBCTOBk
A are stored in negotiator

agent A’s local database BehaviorDB.

The four mutual behavior classes are as follow [20]: a)
Hasty and Loyal (HL), b) Not Hasty but Loyal (NHL),
c) Hasty but Not Loyal (HNL) and d) Not Hasty and
Not Loyal (NHNL). Hastiness is defined according to
the closeness of the average negotiation time to zero

that is assumed as the opening time of the market

(i.e.,
Avg:neg:time

Bk
AX

no:TO BehaviorDB:RecordsA
n¼1 Avg:neg:timeBk

A Þ
. Thus when

Avg:neg:time
Bk
AX

no:TO BehaviorDB:RecordsA
n¼1 Avg:neg:timeBk

A

tends to lower

than ε (i.e., a threshold which is experimentally set to
0.5 [20]), hastiness of a negotiator agent A will be in-
creased. In addition, Loyalty is defined according to
the ratio of the number of successful negotiations to

the number of all negotiation threads (i.e.,
#Suc:negBk−A
#CRNMBk−A

Þ.

Thus when
#Suc:negBk−A
#CRNMBk−A

tends to lower than ε (i.e., a

threshold which is experimentally set to 0.5 [20]), loy-
alty of a negotiator agent A will be decreased. Obvi-

ously, at the end of successful negotiation, MBCTOBk
A

field of the local database BehaviorDB is determined
or revised by the agent A.

Finally, AD MBCTOA
t (i.e., acceptance degree of mu-

tual behavior class of A’s trading opponents in tth nego-
tiation round) is determined according to percentage of
trading opponents with NLNH mutual behavior class
and percentage of trading opponents with LH mutual

behavior class (i.e., ½ðpercentageNLNH
t −percentageLHt Þ�100�þ100

200 ).
From A’s point of view, the trading opponents with LH
(and respectively, NLNH) mutual behavior class make
the best (and respectively, the worst) trading conditions
for him as A has a higher (and respectively, lower)
chance to make successful deals with them. As, trading
opponents with NLH (and respectively, LNH) mutual
behavior class have 50 % good behavior and 50 % bad
behavior, they are not considered in the AD MBCTOA

t

determination. The less AD MBCTOA
t , the less the nego-

tiator agent A of type CRB is under pressure to concede
for increasing the chance of making successful agree-
ments. That is, the business activity of the resource cus-
tomer (which depends on acquiring the resource in
negotiation-based cloud market) is less treated by pos-
sible unsuitable behavior of trading opponents. So, such
a market situation is less critical from that customer’s
perspective.

iii. DATOPt
A: This parameter represents the distance

between negotiator agent A’s offer and average of
counter-price offers of its trading opponents. More
distance between average of counter-price offers
which are proposed by trading opponents and the
counter-price of the agent A indicates weaker
chance for A to have successful deals with his
trading opponents. It is known that, in the time of
calculating DATOPt

A parameter, the average of
counter-price offers which are proposed by A’s
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trading opponents of type CRBA is higher than the
counter-price which is made by A (if not, at least
one trading opponent would come to a consensus).
Therefore, by considering this issue, DATOPA

t is
calculated by Eq. (2):

DATOPA
t ¼

Pno:trading opponentAt−1
k¼1 PBk

t−1−P
A
t−2Pno:trading opponentAt−1

k¼1 PBk
t−1

ð2Þ

where
Pno:trading opponentAt−1

k¼1 PBk
t−1 and PA

t−2 represents aver-
age of counter-price offers of A’s trading opponents
which are made in negotiation round t-1 and the
counter-price offer of A in negotiation round t-2, re-
spectively. The less DATOPt

A, the less the negotiator
agent A of type CRB is under pressure to concede for in-
creasing the chance of making successful agreements.

iv. En_RTOt
A: This parameter shows the number of

fresh trading opponents who more likely have
enough time to bargain with A. Hence, these
trading opponents enhance negotiating power of A.
In other words, with entrance of fresh trading
opponents to the market, the risk of losing
successful deals due to expiration of the deadlines
of the trading opponents who already exist in the
market (i.e., older trading opponents), will be
decreased. The En RTOA

t is calculated thus:

En RTOA
t ¼ En TOA

t − Min En TOA
t

Max En TOA
t � Min En TOA

t

ð3Þ

where Max En TOA
t and Min En TOA

t represent max-
imum and minimum number of trading opponents ever
experienced by A up to negotiation round t, respectively.
Moreover, En TOA

t represents the number of A’s trading
opponents in current market round t. The less
En_RTOt

A, the more the negotiator agent A of type CRB
is under pressure to concede for increasing the chance
of making successful agreements.

v. NCt
A: This parameter represents the degree of

competition in the market. More competition in the
market environment reduces the negotiator’s
negotiation power which leads to decrease success
rate in making deals. NCA

t [20] is calculated as Eq. (4):

NCA
t ¼ no:competitorAt

no:trading opponentAt þ no:competitorAt
ð4Þ

where no:trading opponentAt and no:competitorAt rep-
resent number of trading opponents and number of

competitors of A in tth round of negotiation, re-
spectively. The more NCA

t , the more the negotiator
agent A of type CRB is under pressure to concede
for increasing the chance of making successful
agreements.

vi. En_RCA
t: The negotiator agent A’s chance to have

successful deals in the market decreases with
entrance of fresh competitors. Indeed, with
entrance of A’s new competitors to the market,
trading opponents of A face with more new deal
opportunities and so they no more concern about
losing deal opportunities (because of approaching to
the negotiation deadline and increasing the
probability of leaving negotiation environment) with
already existing opponents (i.e., A’s old
competitors). Thus, in such a market condition,
giving up against pressure from opponents’ side for
making deals according to their proposed prices is
not prioritized by negotiator agent A’s trading
opponents. Consequently, the entrance of A’s new
competitors to the market increases the negotiating
power of A’s trading opponents which leads to
decrease in A’s negotiating power. The En RCA

t is
calculated thus:

En RCA
t ¼ En CA

t − Min En CA
t

Max En CA
t � Min En CA

t

ð5Þ

where Max En CA
t and Min En CA

t represent max-
imum and minimum number of competitors ever expe-
rienced by A up to negotiation round t, respectively.
Moreover, En CA

t represents the number of A’s competi-
tors in current market round t. The more En CA

t , the
more the negotiator agent A of type CRB is under pres-
sure to concede for increasing the chance of making
successful agreements.

vii. NEt
A: The eagerness of the negotiator agent A to

purchase the VM type instances is represented by
NEt

A. More eagerness to purchase the VM type
instances, more pressure for conceding to increase
the chance of having successful deals. Eagerness of
the negotiator agent A to purchase the VM type
instances (i.e., NEt

A) is defined as a linear
combination of two parameters: a) average time
spent in the negotiation market by negotiator agent
A for hiring resources those serve his submitted
requests (i.e., ATSAt ), and b) the ratio of the number
of submitted requests in the negotiation market by
the negotiator agent A to the maximum number of
submitted requests by a negotiator agent of type
CRB in the negotiation market up to current round
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t (i.e., RSRtMSRA
t ). NEA

t is calculated based on
Eq. (6):

NEA
t ¼ ATSAt þ RSRtMSRA

t

2
ð6Þ

The ATSAt and RSRtMSRA
t are calculated as Eqs. (7)

and (8), respectively:

ATSAt ¼

PTotal no:SRequestsAt
m¼1

t−tRm;A
entrance

tAexit−t
Rm;A
entrance

 !

Total no:SRequestsAt
ð7Þ

where tRm ;A
entrance is the negotiation market round in

which mth request of agent A (i.e., Rm) is submitted.
Negotiator agent A may submit other new requests in
the time period between its entrance time and its
deadline. Moreover, Total no:SRequestsAt and tAexit are
the total number of requests submitted by A up to
current market round t and the exit time of A, re-
spectively. tAexit is calculated based on the summation
of tAdeadline (i.e., negotiator A’s deadline to have negoti-

ation result) and tAentrance . The more ATSAt , the more
the negotiator agent A of type CRB is under pressure
to concede for increasing the chance of making suc-
cessful agreements.

RSRtMSRA
t ¼ Total no:SRequestsAt

MaxTotal RequestsAt
ð8Þ

where MaxTotal RequestsAt represents maximum num-
ber of requests submitted by the negotiator agent of
type CRB in the negotiation market until current
round t. The more RSRtMSRA

t , the more the negoti-
ator agent A of type CRB is under pressure to con-
cede for increasing the chance of making successful
agreements.

viii. RTtDeadlinet
A: Inspired from real-world

negotiation markets, a negotiator usually feels no
necessity to purchase the required resources until
half of his deadline is reached. However, since then
the negotiator feels more stress to reach an
agreement, so concedes more to speed up the
negotiation process. The more the negotiator
agent goes farther from the half of his deadline
(and logically the more he approaches to his
deadline), it suffers from more pressure to
successfully finalize the negotiation. Under such a
condition, he concedes more until his reserve
price is reached. RTtDeadlineAt is calculated thus:

RTtDeadlineAt ¼

(
1� t� tAentrance þHalf t

A
deadline

� �
tAentrance þ tAdeadline
� �� tAentrance þHalft

A
deadline

� �
" #

IF condition A

1 IF condition B

ð9Þ
where Half tAdeadline and t are the half of negotiator A’s
deadline and the current round of negotiation, respect-
ively. In addition, tAentrance is the time in which the negoti-
ator agent A entrances to the negotiation market to
purchase numbers of virtual machine types instances.
When A’s deadline is reached, all (or most) of A’s re-
quired virtual machine types instances should be hired.
From A’s entrance time until Half tAdeadline is reached, A

does not feel any time pressure, thus, RTtDeadlineAt is

considered to be one. The more RTtDeadlineAt , the less
the negotiator agent A of type CRB is under pressure to
concede for increasing the chance of making successful
agreements.

Modeling critical condition of the cloud trading mar-
ket from FNSSA_CRP’s point of view A CRP who reg-
isters its supply/supplies in a cloud market and spends
time in this cloud market to rent out its VM types in-
stances has a deadline for making agreement(s). When
the CRP’s deadline is expired and in the case of having
no (or few) successful deal, the CRP’s economic profits
may be decreased due to losing the deal opportunities(s).
Recall that, a resource provider supplies a portion of its
resources to the cloud market in the hope of making
money. Thus, to avoid such an undesirable business situ-
ation, any reason that makes role in decreasing the ne-
gotiation power of the CRP and thus, increasing the
chance of making unsuccessful deal(s) should be faced.
As mentioned before, ignoring the unsuitable market sit-
uations may lead to experiencing market critical condi-
tion in a longer time or experiencing the higher amount
of market critical condition in the near future. Also, and
according to our previous discussion in “Modeling crit-
ical condition of the cloud trading market from
FNSSA_CRB’s point of view” section, the word “market
critical condition” refers to the trading situations in
which there is not much hope on making agreements.
Obviously, having suitable estimation about the amount
of market criticality and tuning the counter-offers with
respect to it can decrease the pressure on the negotiator
and increase the chance of having high numbers of/bet-
ter successful deals.
First of all, the discussion about the available infor-

mation to model the critical condition of the cloud
trading market from FNSSA_CRP’s point of view is
provided. Second, the details related to the parame-
ters constituting the market criticality (see Table 1)
are explained.
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Similar to our discussion in “Modeling critical condi-
tion of the cloud trading market from FNSSA_CRB’s
point of view” section, to extract the parameters those
affect the bargaining position of the CRPs, three sources
of market pressure are recognized as follow: 1) pressure
from provider side of the market (i.e., trading oppo-
nents), 2) pressure from customer side of the market
(i.e., competitors), and 3) pressure from local condition
of the CRP.
The public information which is available to esti-

mate the bargaining power of the CRP’s trading oppo-
nents is as same as the public information which is
available to estimate the bargaining power of the
CRB’s trading opponents. Parameters (9–12) of Table 1
are used to determine the amount of pressure from
the trading opponent side of the market and are
calculated based on the early discussed available
information.
Also, the public information which is available to esti-

mate the bargaining power of the CRP’s competitors is
as same as the public information which is available to
estimate the bargaining power of the CRB’s competitors.
Parameters (13–14) of Table 1 are used to determine the
amount of pressure from the competitor side of the mar-
ket and are calculated based on the early discussed avail-
able information.
Finally, the negotiation power of negotiator agent i

is determined based on the private information of
that negotiator. The utility level of the resources of
negotiator i and also remaining time to reach an
agreement in the negotiation market are the two pa-
rameters those affect the bargaining power of negoti-
ator agent i. Parameters (14–15) of Table 1 are used
to determine the amount of pressure from the local
condition of the negotiator agent i and are calculated
based on the early discussed information.
Following, details related to the parameters (9–16) of

Table 1 those are used to estimate the bargaining power
of the negotiator agent i of type CRP are explained.

i. NTOt
A: This parameter is calculated based on

Eq. (1).
ii. AD_MBCTOt

A: The explanations of how to
calculate this parameter is similar to the
explanations of “Modeling critical condition of the
cloud trading market from FNSSA_CRB’s point of
view” section (ii).

iii. DATOPt
A: As explained in the “Modeling critical

condition of the cloud trading market from
FNSSA_CRB’s point of view” section (iii), this
parameter represent the distance between
negotiator agent A’s counter-offer and average of
counter-price offers of its trading opponents.

More distance between average of counter-price
offers which are proposed by trading opponents
and the counter-price of the agent A indicates
weaker chance of A to have successful deals with
its trading opponents. It is known that, in the
time of calculating DATOPt

A parameter, the aver-
age of counter-price offers which are proposed
by A’s trading opponents of type CRPA is lower
than the counter-price which is made by A (if
not, at least one trading opponent would come
to a consensus). Therefore, by considering this
issue, DATOPt

A is calculated by Eq. (10):

DATOPA
t ¼ PAt−2−

X no:trading opponentAt−1
k¼1 PBk

t−1

PAt−2
ð10Þ

where
Pno:trading opponentAt−1

k¼1 PBk
t−1 and PA

t−2 represents aver-
age of counter-price offers of A’s trading opponents in
negotiation round t-1 and the counter-price offer of A in
negotiation round t-2, respectively. The less DATOPt

A,
the less the negotiator agent A of type CRP is under
pressure to concede for increasing the chance of making
successful agreements.

iv. En_RTOt
A: This parameter is calculated based on

Eq. (3).
v. NCt

A [20]: This parameter is calculated based on
Eq. (4).

vi. En_RCt
A: This parameter is calculated based on

Eq. (5).
vii. ULt

A: Consider a cloud provider with capacity
Ck for a VM type k. That is, at a given time t’
up to Ck instances of the specific resource type
can be hosted simultaneously by that cloud
resource provider [31]. In a time period t’,
negotiation market is held to sell this capacity.
ULt

A represents the ratio of rented resources of
negotiator agent A up to negotiation round t
(i.e., RCA

t Þ to the total of supplied resources by
negotiator agent A in the period of holding
negotiation market (i.e., TCA

t Þ.

ULAt ¼ RCA
t

TCA
t

ð11Þ

The more ULAt , the less the negotiator agent A of type
CRP is under pressure to concede for increasing the
chance of making successful agreements.
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viii. RTtDeadlinet
A: This parameter is calculated based

on Eq. (9).

The proposed negotiation_strategy_basket
The proposed basket of negotiation strategies includes
three following negotiation strategies: 1) Normal con-
cession strategy, 2) Relaxing strategy, and 3) Pressuring
strategy. The following sub-sections describe the details
regarding each negotiation strategy. Also, Algorithm
(4): Dealing in Negotiation Market Using Negotiation_
Strategy_Basket shows how the proposed strategies are
applied by negotiator agent A of types CRBA and
CRPA.

Normal concession strategy In this strategy, by hav-
ing no dramatic increase or significant decrease in
the critical condition of the cloud trading market, the
negotiator does his normal performance irrespective
of applying any strictness or relaxation in the
counter-price offer. The normal performance of a ne-
gotiator agent in the negotiation market refers to
apply the basic negotiation strategy in which each of
the opponents is conceded based on the following de-
tails [12]:
The amount of concession in round t (i.e., Δt) is:

Δt ¼ 1−IoSTA
t

� �
kt ð12Þ

where ktis calculated based on Eq. (13):

kt ¼ PAt−2→B
� �

− PB
t−1→A

� ��� �� ð13Þ

where by having negotiator agent A and its trading part-
ner B, the proposal of A to its trading partner B at round
t-2 is PA

t−2→B and the proposal of B to A at round t-1 is
PBt−1→A, respectively.
Also, IoSTA

t is a price-oriented strategy that is taken
by A to determine the amount of concession at round
t. IoSAt is obtained by linear combination of the fol-
lowing three functions: 1) competition (C), 2) oppor-
tunity (O), and 3) time (T) and is defined through
Eq. (14):

IoSTA
t ¼

	
O mA

t ; < UA
t PA

t−2→Bj
� �

>;< UA
t P

B j

t−1→A
h i

>

 �

�C nAt ;m
A
t

� �� T t; tAdeadline; λ
� ��

ð14Þ

The competition function (C) that is defined as the
probability of A being considered the most preferred
trading partner by B is calculated thus:

C nAt ;m
A
t

� � ¼ 1− nAt � 1
� �

=nAt
� �mA

t ð15Þ
where nAt is the number of competitors of agent A at
time t and mA

t is the number of the A’s trading partner
at time t. The negotiator agent A’s competitor is an agent
of type A who competes with A for the same resource
type (e.g., two customers who attempt to achieve the
same resource at the same time). In addition, the negoti-
ator agent A’s trading partner is an agent which is not of
type A (i.e., locates on the other side of the negotiation
market) and negotiates with A for a specific resource
type.
The opportunity function (O) is defined as the subject-

ive probability that the agent A will obtain a certain ex-
pected utility with at least one of its trading opponents
and is calculated thus:

O mA
t ; < UA

t PA
t−2→Bj

� �
>;< UA

t P
B j

t−1→A
h i

>

 �

¼ 1−
YmA

t

j¼1

PAt−2→Bj
� �

− P
B j

t−1→A
h i��� ���

PA
t−2→Bj

� �
−cA

ð16Þ
where the worst possible utility for negotiator agent A
(i.e., if the negotiation ends in disagreement) is denoted
by cA.
The effect of time discount factor in negotiator’s bar-

gaining power can be modeled via time-dependent func-
tion (T). The present work focuses on time-dependent
function that is given in [12]:

T ¼ 1−
t

tAdeadline

� �λ

ð17Þ

where A’s time preference is denoted by λ, A’s deadline
by tAdeadline and current trading round by t. The three
major classes of concession-making strategies with re-
spect to the remaining trading time are: Conservative (1
< λ<∞), Linear (λ = 1) and Conciliatory (0 < λ < 1). De-
tails are discussed in [12].
Finally, the negotiator agent A calculates its counter-

price offer at negotiation round t (which its turns to
move) as follow:

PriceAt ¼ PriceAt−2 þ Δt IF the type of A is FNSSA CRB
PriceAt−2−Δt IF the type of A is FNSSA CRP


ð18Þ

Experimentally, by having - 0.6 < α < 0.6 (where α is
the coefficient of price changing in negotiation round
t and is calculated by ConA), the negotiator agent A
selects normal concession strategy (see Algorithm (5)
which is applied by customer agents and Algorithm
(6) which is applied by provider agents). That is, from
the negotiator agent A’s point of view, within the
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mentioned range of α, there is no need to increase or
decrease the PriceAt (which is calculated based on
Eq. (18)). The details of how to infer the numerical
value of α by applying Fuzzy Negotiation Strategy Se-
lection Decision System (FNSSDS) are explained in
“Fuzzy Negotiation Strategy Selection Decision System
(FNSSDS)” section.

Relaxing strategy When dramatic increase in the crit-
ical condition of the cloud trading market is experi-
enced, relaxation of counter-price offer is made to
overcome these undesirable conditions. By applying this
strategy and relinquishing utility a little more (to cover
the difference between received prices and counter-
prices), the negotiator can take step to the convergence
point in such an unfavorable market. Obviously, the
main focus of the relaxing strategy is on speeding up the
negotiation process in undesirable market conditions
(instead of achieving the best utility). In summary, apply-
ing relaxing strategy is done when the bargaining power
of a negotiator in comparison to the evaluated bargain-
ing power of its trading opponent is too low and thus,
that negotiator should take bigger step than its opponent
to the convergence point. That is, he should narrow the
spread in offers between negotiators through following
relaxing strategy and relinquish utility a little more. By
making PriceAt (based on Eq. (18)), the negotiator agent
receives coefficient of price changing (i.e., α) from ConA
and investigates the suitable decision according to the
value of α. If α ≥0.6, the negotiation agent concludes
that the critical condition of the cloud trading market
tends to high and therefore the relaxation of the PriceAt
according to the value of α should be done.
To do this and according to Algorithm (5), if the type

of negotiator agent A is FNSSA_CRB, first of all, A cal-
culates α×(RPA- PriceAt ). Recall that RPA is A’s reserve
price and is greater than PriceAt , thus the value of
α×(RPA- PriceAt ) is positive. Then, he makes his
counter-price offer by summation of α×(RPA-PriceAt ) and
PriceAt (i.e., Price

A
t +α×(RPA-Price

A
t )) to make more attract-

ive price for the providers (as the providers have ten-
dency to receive high counter-price offers from their
customers) with the hope of increasing the chance of
reaching successful deals. Also, according to Algorithm
(6) and if the type of negotiator agent A is FNSSA_CRP,
first of all, A calculates α×(PriceAt -RPA). Recall that RPA
is A’s reserve price and is smaller than PriceAt , thus the
value of α×(PriceAt -RPA) is positive. Then, he makes his
counter-price offer by subtraction of α×(PriceAt -RPA) and
PriceAt (i.e., PriceAt -α(Price

A
t -RPA)) to make more attract-

ive price for the customers (as the customers have ten-
dency to receive low counter-price offers from their

providers) with the hope of increasing the chance of
reaching successful deals.

Pressuring strategy When significant decrease in the
critical condition of the cloud trading market is expe-
rienced, the negotiator agent A puts his trading oppo-
nents under pressure in order to stimulate them to
concede more. By adopting such a negotiation strat-
egy, the negotiator A can create opportunities to
reach the best consensus (i.e., the best price which is
exchanged in the market). This strategy can be
adopted in circumstances when the negotiator agent
does not worry about reaching agreements in the ne-
gotiation market (as he has experienced good deals in
the previous markets and also has experienced favor-
able conditions) rather tries to improve the values of
consensuses those can be reached from the potential
deals.
In summary, applying pressuring strategy is done

when the bargaining power of a negotiator in com-
parison to the evaluated bargaining power of its trad-
ing opponent is significantly high and thus he puts its
trading opponent under pressure to stimulate him to
concede more and narrow the spread in offers be-
tween negotiators. That is, and as an example from
provider’s perspective, instead of giving a price con-
cession the negotiator raises the price to benefit from
its high bargaining power. As, with the high probabil-
ity the market condition is not favorable for the ne-
gotiator’s trading opponent, by applying pressuring
strategy the opponent’s worry about losing resources
in such an unfavorable condition increases and thus
he makes more attractive proposal (by relinquishing
utility a little more). So, a negotiator’s trading oppon-
ent takes bigger step than the negotiator to the con-
vergence point.
According to the numerical value of coefficient of

price changing (i.e., α), which reflects the conditions
of the trading market, two tactics can be applied in
this strategy by negotiator agent A: 1) Repeating_Pre-
vious_Behavior- Negotiator agent A repeats his previ-
ous counter-price in the current round of negotiation
that is A’s turn to move and 2) Reverse_Movement –
Negotiator agent A of type CRB (and respectively,
CRP) reduces (and respectively, increases) his
counter-price offer. Recall that, generally, the logical
negotiator agent of type CRB proposes his preferred
lowest price at the beginning of the market and
moves up until his reserved price (the highest price
that can pay to hire the resource) is reached. Also,
the logical negotiator agent of type CRP proposes his
preferred highest price at the beginning of the market
and moves down until its reserved price (the lowest
price that can earn to rent the resource) is reached.
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Repeating_Previous_Behavior tactic
If the numerical value of α is low (i.e., −0.9≤α≤−0.6), the

negotiator agent A takes his previous counter-price
(which was made in previous round of negotiation
which is A’s turn to move) into account as the
counter-price that should be proposed to the trading
opponent in the current round of negotiation which is
A’s turn to move. Such an action is the most affection-
ate pressure that can be applied to the trading oppon-
ent. See Algorithm (5) which is applied by customer
agents and Algorithm (6) which is applied by provider
agents.

Reverse_Movement tactic
If the numerical value of α is too low (i.e., α < −0.9)

and thus the negotiator agent enjoys high negotiating
power, unlike usual movement in conceding, the
negotiator agent A of type FNSSA_CRB (and respect-
ively, FNSSA_CRP) reduces (and respectively, in-
creases) his proposed counter-price offer in a
negotiation round which is A’s turn to move. That is,
by making PriceAt (based on Eq. (18)), the negotiator agent
receives coefficient of price changing (i.e., α) from ConA
and investigates the suitable decision according to the
value of α. If α < −0.9, the negotiation agent concludes that
the critical condition of the cloud trading market tends to
low and therefore tuning of the PriceAt according to the
value of α should be done.
To do this and according to Algorithm (5), if the

type of negotiator agent A is FNSSA_CRB, first of
all, A calculates α×(PriceAt -IPA). Recall that IPA is A’s
initial price and is smaller than PriceAt , also α is

negative, thus the value of α×(PriceAt -IPA) is negative.
Then, he makes his counter-price offer by summa-
tion of α×(PriceAt -IPA), which is negative, and PriceAt
(i.e., PriceAt + α×( PriceAt -IPA)) to put the providers
under pressure (as the providers have not tendency
to receive high counter-price offers from their cus-
tomers) with the hope of increasing the chance of
reaching successful deals with less payments. Also,
according to Algorithm (6) and if the type of negoti-
ator agent A is FNSSA_CRP, first of all, A calculates
α×(IPA-PriceAt ). Recall that IPA is A’s initial price and

is greater than PriceAt , also α is negative, thus the

value of α×(IPA-PriceAt ) is negative. Then, he makes
his counter-price offer by subtraction of α×(IPA-
PriceAt ) and PriceAt (i.e., PriceAt -α (IPA-PriceAt )) to put
the customers under pressure (as the customers
have not tendency to receive high counter-price of-
fers from their providers) with the hope of increas-
ing the chance of reaching successful deals those
make more revenue.
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Fuzzy Negotiation Strategy Selection Decision System
(FNSSDS)

The numerical value of coefficient of price changing
(i.e., α) is described by means of building fuzzy
models. As common source of information for
building fuzzy models is the knowledge of expert
(especially in the cloud market where cloud service
providers are hesitated to reveal issues related to
commerce in the cloud platform), this approach is
used in designing a new Fuzzy Negotiation Strategy
Selection Decision System (FNSSDS) to determine
the amount of α (i.e., coefficient of price changing).
A fuzzy decision controller, generally, is composed
of four components: (1) Input and output variables,
(2) Fuzzification Interface (FI), which is used to
transform clear values of input variables to fuzzy
sets, (3) Fuzzy rule base (RB), (4) Defuzzification
interface (DFI) that translates the output of the
fuzzy inference process, from fuzzy linguistic values
to a clear real number by using a defuzzification
method.
Following, the four parts of the FNSSDS are ex-

plained in details.

Output The output of FNSSDS is the coefficient of
price changing (i.e., α) which is deducted based
on the critical condition of the cloud trading
market.

Input set It should be mentioned that, considering all
eight parameters (those are introduced to model critical
condition of the cloud trading market and are discussed
in “Modeling critical condition of the cloud trading mar-
ket from FNSSA_CRB’s point of view” section from
CRB’s point of view (and respectively, in “Modeling crit-
ical condition of the cloud trading market from
FNSSA_CRP’s point of view” section from CRP’s point
of view)) as inputs of FNSSDS_CRB (and respectively,
FNSSDS_CRP) increases the computational complexity
of that fuzzy decision controller and also slows down the
deduction speed of such a system. In addition, applying
knowledge of experts in designing fuzzy rules will be dif-
ficult. Therefore, it is required to initially reduce the
number of entries to fuzzy inference system in a way
that the effectiveness of each input parameter in deduc-
tion is maintained. To do this, three following factors
are designed for constructing numerical value of coeffi-
cient of price changing (i.e., α) from CRB’s point of view
(and respectively, CRP’s point of view), where each
factor is made based on linear combination of some of
the parameters which are introduced in “Modeling crit-
ical condition of the cloud trading market from
FNSSA_CRB’s point of view” section (and respectively,
“Modeling critical condition of the cloud trading market
from FNSSA_CRP’s point of view” section): 1) competi-

tors’ side factor (ComSFA
t ), 2) Trading opponents’ side

factor (TOpSFA
t ) and 3) Local Power in the trading market
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factor ( LPowFA
t ). The calculation methods of all three

mentioned factors (by considering both CRB and CRP)
are illustrated in Table 2. Also, Fig. 4 presents an abstract
view of FNSSDS.

Fuzzy values of output variable Three fuzzy sets are
defined for this output variable: {PS (Pressuring strat-
egy), NS (Normal concession strategy), RS (Relaxing
strategy)}. Membership functions that are used for
assigning the membership degree of each clear value of
this variable are shown in Table 2.

Fuzzy values of each input variable
� ComSFA

t input variable: Three fuzzy sets are defined
for this input variable: {B (Bad) M (Moderate), G
(Good)}. Membership functions that are used for
assigning the membership degree of each clear value
of this variable are shown in Table 2.

� TOpSFA
t input variable: Three fuzzy sets are defined

for this input variable: {B (Bad) M (Moderate), G
(Good)}. Membership functions that are used for
assigning the membership degree of each clear value
of this variable are shown in Table 2.

� LPowFA
t input variable: Three fuzzy sets are defined

for this input variable: {B (Bad) M (Moderate), G
(Good)}. Membership functions that are used for
assigning the membership degree of each clear value
of this variable are shown in Table 2.

Fuzzy rules base The system of fuzzy “if-then” rules is
consulted as a knowledge-base system where inference is
made on the basis of 27 rules of inference (see Table 3).
In the following, the interpretation of a sample rule of is
presented:

Rule 27: IF (ComSFA
t is Bad (B)) AND (TOpSFA

t is

Bad (B)) AND (LPowFA
t is Bad (B)) THEN (coefficient

of price changing α is Relaxing Strategy (RS))

Defuzzifier To convert a fuzzified output into a single
crisp value with respect to a fuzzy set the weighted aver-
age method [32] is adopted.
It is worth to mention that, the main part of our idea

is FNSSA (Fuzzy Negotiation Strategy Selection System)
that is designed to calculate α (i.e., coefficient of price
changing). All the computations required for calculating
the amount of α are done by ConA (Consulting Agent)
which is designed in the cloud marketplace. The cus-
tomers and providers who participate in the cloud
marketplace are served by the amount of α (that is cal-
culated by ConA). In addition, and according to our ex-
planations in “Fuzzy Negotiation Strategy Selection
Decision System (FNSSDS)” section, the computation
complexity of FNSSA is low. This is because, the triangle

membership functions are designed and also by introdu-
cing three inputs for fuzzy system in names: 1) competi-

tors’ side factor (ComSFA
t ), 2) Trading opponents’ side

factor (TOpSFA
t ), and 3) Local Power in the trading mar-

ket factor (LPowFA
t ) the curse of dimensionality is over-

comed. As a result, there is not much computation
overhead due to determination of α by adopting FNSSA
in a cloud marketplace where benefits from high com-
puting power.

Performance evaluation
In this paper, we emphasized on software simulation to
bring the proof of concept and in future work, we will
continue to implement the proposed negotiation model
in a constrained experimental testbed, which will serve
as the underlying technology for real-world implementa-
tion. It is worth to mention that, the proposed negoti-
ation model considers some parameters (like reserve
price and negotiation deadline) which are not provided
openly in any of available cloud marketplaces. As a re-
sult, we extend the CloudSim [33] capabilities to analyze
the proposed idea. In the evaluation process, we have in-
spired from the works of [34–36].
Also, in the simulation we compared our designed ne-

gotiator agents (i.e., FNSSAs) with the well-known nego-
tiation agents in name MDAs [12, 23]. Utility function,
negotiation protocol and many other rules and assump-
tions in negotiation model of the FNSSAs are similar to
those are presented in MDAs [12, 23]. The main differ-
ence between negotiation models employed by the two
mentioned types of agents is the modifications of negoti-
ation strategy of FNSSAs (i.e., introducing a new basket
of strategies instead of a strategy which is adopted by
MDAs). Since the basic negotiation strategy is the same
for both FNSSAs and MDAs, the role of the new basket
of negotiation strategies (formed based on the basic ne-
gotiation strategy) may be well studied. Hence, respect-
ing differences and similarities of FNSSAs and MDAs,
MDA [12, 23] is considered as a suitable comparative
base for performance evaluation of the proposed negoti-
ation model.
As our main focus is on evaluating the performance of

FNSSA_CRB (and respectively, FNSSA_CRP) against
MDA_CRB (and respectively, MDA_CRP), the following
two evaluation scenarios are suggested:

(1) Resource providers are programmed as FNSSAs
and in one experiment their trading opponents are
programmed as MDAs [12, 23] and in another
experiment their trading opponents are
programmed as FNSSAs. By holding the type of
provider agents constant (i.e., consider the same
type), the performance of FNSSA_CRBs against
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Table 2 Calculation methods, membership functions, linguistic values and graphical presentations of the membership functions of
the inputs and output of FNSSDS from perspectives of both CRB and CRP
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those of MDA_CRBs [12, 23] can be measured
without having any possible influence on the
negotiation outcomes.

(2) Resource customers are programmed as FNSSAs
and in one experiment their trading opponents are
programmed as MDAs [12, 23] and in another
experiment their trading opponents are
programmed as FNSSAs. By holding the type of
customer agents constant (i.e., consider the same

type), the performance of FNSSA_CRPs against
those of MDA_CRPs [12, 23] can be measured
without having any possible influence on the
negotiation outcomes.

Experimental setting
Input parameters which are required to configure the
simulation of the cloud market and their possible values
are illustrated in Table 4. Every registered job involves
several tasks. Each task has information on R types of
physical machines requested by that task. Here, and for
the sake of simplicity, three types of physical resources
are considered: CPU, Memory and Storage. Each task of
each job which is denoted by a VM bundle requests a
VM in that bundle. Thus, each task is mapped to a spe-
cific VM. By supplying k types of virtual machine, the
mth type provides a specific amount of each physical re-
source type r∈R = {1, …, R} [37]. The amount of each
physical resource of type r which is provided by mth
type of virtual machine is shown by Wmr such that CPU,
Memory, and Storage are shown by r = 1, r = 2 and r = 3,
respectively. Here, and according to the VM types of-
fered by Amazon EC2 [38], three types of virtual ma-
chines are considered: VM1, VM2, and VM3 (see
Table 4).

Comparison metrics
Based on our investigation on previous negotiation
models [12, 23], three following parameters are consid-
ered to evaluate the performance of the proposed nego-
tiation agents: (1) success rate in negotiations, (2)
average of utility and (3) average time spent in the mar-
ket for making successful negotiations. In addition, a
new metric in name U_NTE (i.e., Utility_NegotiationTi-
meEffectiveness) is defined which provides the overall
view of the results obtained from the market according
to both average of spent time for making successful ne-
gotiations and the average of utility which is gained from
deals. From both resource customers’ and providers’
points of view, having high success rate in negotiations,
high average utility and high U_NTE are desired. Also
they prefer to spend less time in the market for making
successful negotiations.
Following the details of the four evaluation metrics are

discussed:

Fig. 4 An abstract view of the FNSSDS

Table 3 Fuzzy rules employed in designing FNSSDS (α is the
output)

Rule No. IF
TOpSFAt

&
ComSFAt

&
LPowFAt

THEN output

1 G G G PS

2 G G M PS

3 G G B NS

4 G M G PS

5 G M M NS

6 G M B NS

7 G B G PS

8 G B M NS

9 G B B NS

10 M G G PS

11 M G M NS

12 M G B NS

13 M M G PS

14 M M M NS

15 M M B NS

16 M B G NS

17 M B M NS

18 M B B RS

19 B G G NS

20 B G M NS

21 B G B RS

22 B M G NS

23 B M M NS

24 B M B RS

25 B B G NS

26 B B M RS

27 B B B RS
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– Success rate in negotiations: Success rate of the
resource customers and resource providers are
calculated as Eqs. (19) and (20), respectively:

Success Rate CRBAð Þ ¼ NCRBA
Succ

NTotal
ð19Þ

where NCRBA
Succ and NTotal are the number of CRBAs who

successfully made agreements and total number of nego-
tiator threads (both successful and unsuccessful).

Success Rate CRPAð Þ ¼ NCRPA
Succ

NTotal
ð20Þ

where NCRPA
Succ and NTotal are the number of CRPAs who

successfully made agreements and total number of nego-
tiator threads (both successful and unsuccessful).

– Average of utility: Average utility of the resource
customers and resource providers are calculated as
Eqs. (21) and (22), respectively:

U CRBAð Þ ¼
XNCRBA

succ

i¼1
1−uminð Þ RPCRBAi−Pcons

RPCRBAi−IPCRBAi

� �
þ umin

	 �
=NTotal

ð21Þ

U CRPAð Þ ¼
XNCRPA

succ

i¼1
1−uminð Þ Pcons−RPCRPAi

IPCRPAi−RPCRPAi

� �
þ umin

	 �
=NTotal

ð22Þ

Recall that, RPA and IPA represent reserve price and
initial price of negotiator agent A, respectively. Also,
Pcons is the consensus price of the successful negotiation
and umin is a parameter which is defined to distinguish
the utility if negotiation fails and the utility which is ob-
tained by having consensus on RPA.

Table 4 Input parameters to configure the simulation environment and their relative values

Possible values Input parameters

CRPA_favorable Balanced CRBA_favorable Cloud Service Market Type: CSMT
- [12, 23] (CRBA_to_CRPA ratio)

{10:1,5:1,3:1} {1:1} {1:3.1:5.1:10}

3 Number of Physical Resource Type: R
i.e., CPU, Memory, Storage))

3 Number Of VM Types

Small (m= 1) Medium (m= 2) Large (m= 3) Physical resource Characteristics of the VM Types: VMm

Where m∈{1,2,3}- [38]
w11 = 1 w21 = 2 w31 = 4 CPU

w12 = 1.7 w22 = 3.75 w32 = 7.5 Memory (GB)

w13 = 160 w23 = 410 w33 = 850 Storage (GB)

[0,20] Number of Requested VM Type m Instances
by i’th Customer: no. Ireqmi

200 Number Of Maximum Available Instances Of
Each VM Type:I

Resource provider [66 + α,80 + 80α] Resource customer [1 + α,15 + 15α] Initial Price: IP
(Randomly generate)- Inspired from [12, 23]

α=0 for VM1,1 for VM2 and 2 for VM3

Resource provider [1 + α,15 + 15α] Resource customer [66 + α,80 + 80α] Reserve Price: RP
(Randomly generate)- Inspired from [12, 23]

α=0 for VM1,1 for VM2 and 2 for VM3

Long Moderate Short Negotiation Deadline
- Randomly generate (no. of rounds)
[12, 23]50–100 40–50 20–40

Conservative Linear Conciliatory Time Dependent Strategy [12, 23]: λ

3 1 1/3

Sparse Moderate Dense Market Density [12]

Pgen = 0.25 Pgen = 0.5 Pgen = 1

Pgen: Probability of generating an agent per round

Low Moderate High Probability of Generating an Opponent with
Mutual_Behavior_Class in Name NLNH

Pmbc = 0.25 Pmbc = 0.5 Pmbc = 1

Pmbc: Probability of generating an opponent agent with NLNH mutual_behavior_class
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– Average time spent in the market for making
successful negotiations: This parameter is calculated
for the resource customers and resource providers
according to Eqs. (23) and (24), respectively:

R timeð Þ ¼
X

NCRBA
succ

i¼1
tCRBAi
cons −tCRBAi

entrance

tCRBAi
deadline−t

CRBAi
entrance

!
=NTotal

 

ð23Þ

where tCRBAi
cons , tCRBAi

entrance and tCRBAi
deadline are the consensus time

of negotiator agent CRBAi (i.e., the market round in
which the CRBAi’s deal thread is successfully finalized),
entrance time of negotiator agent CRBAi and deadline of
negotiator agent CRBAi, respectively.

R timeð Þ ¼
X

NCRPA
succ

i¼1
tCRPAi
cons −tCRPAi

entrance

tCRPAi
deadline−t

CRPAi
entrance

!
=NTotal

 

ð24Þ

where tCRPAi
cons , tCRPAi

entrance and tCRPAi
deadline are the consensus time

of negotiator agent CRPAi (i.e., the market round in
which the CRPAi’s deal thread is successfully finalized),
entrance time of negotiator agent CRPAi and deadline of
negotiator agent CRPAi, respectively.

– Utility_NegotiationTimeEffectiveness: U_NTE of the
resource customers and resource providers are
calculated as Eqs. (25) and (26), respectively:

U NTE CRBAð Þ ¼ U CRBAð Þ=R timeð Þ ð25Þ

U NTE CRPAð Þ ¼ U CRPAð Þ=R timeð Þ ð26Þ

Results and observations
The negotiation activities are simulated in a series of
300 consecutive e-markets. Even though an extensive
amount of simulations was carried out for all the combi-
nations of the input data, space limitation preclude all
results from being included here. Furthermore, simula-
tion results must be illustrated separately for provider
agents and customer agents. Hence, this section only re-
ports some of the obtained results from simulation.
Figures 5, 6, 7, and 8 report the simulation results
considering the first experimental scenario and Figs. 9,
10, and 11 report the simulation results considering
the second experimental scenario. It should be
mentioned that all figures are illustrated by setting
λ to one.

Discussion about the obtained results from Fig. 5
Figure 5 illustrates the average utility of the proposed
FNSSA_CRBs in comparison to MDA_CRBs with differ-
ent values of negotiation deadline (i.e., Long, Moderate,
Short), market density (i.e., Sparse, Moderate, Dense)
and market type (i.e., CRBA_favorable, Balanced, CRPA_
favorable).
From Fig. 5e and in comparison to Fig. 5f it can be ob-

served that both FNSSA_CRBs and MDA_CRBs experi-
ence stronger bargaining position under long deadline
than short deadline (due to have more time to trade),
therefore, both of these agents are more likely to make
less concession in negotiation market (and due to nego-
tiation time prolongation) to obtain greater utility.
In addition, it can be observed that, both FNSSA_

CRBs and MDA_CRBs are placed in a weaker bargaining
position in CRPA_favorable market type (in comparison
to the balanced and CRBA_favorable market types).
CRPA_favorable market is a market in which CRBA_-
to_CRPA = {10:1, 5:1, 3:1} (see start points of the curves
of all figures). Obviously, this is because of having a
fewer numbers of situations to build agreements and
thus increasing the likelihood of failure in such a com-
petitive market environment. Therefore, the logical ne-
gotiator agents of type CRBA make more concessions to
decrease the risk of missing the successful deals with
CRPAs in this competitive cloud market (which leads to
reduction of the expected utility). As a result, the as-
cending form of the curves of Fig. 5 is justified.
Recall that, unlike MDA_CRBs, FNSSA_CRBs are

equipped with FNSSDS which guides these agents to se-
lect suitable negotiation strategy from negotiation_strate-
gy_basket = {Relaxing, Normal concession, Pressuring}
according to the critical condition of the cloud trading
market. It can be understand that, in the markets with
high density (i.e., Pgen = 1) and under CRPA_favorable
market type where CRBA_to_CRPA = {10:1,5:1,3:1} (as
an example see start points of the curves of Fig. 5f ), the
market pressure (i.e., critical condition of the cloud trad-
ing market) is high. This is because, in such a market
condition the number of trading opponents is low, the
number of competitors is high, entrance rate of new
competitors is high (and respectively, entrance rate of
new trading opponents is low).2 Also, by analyzing the
details of the reported results, and due to having cus-

tomers with high NEA
t and high RTtDeadlineAt , the value

of LPowFA
t tends to M:Moderate). Thus, and according

to FNSSDS, a FNSSA_CRB is more likely to adopt
Relaxing negotiation strategy (by firing rule number 26
of Table 3 in most of the times). This adoption leads to
attraction of more providers (i.e., increase their tendency
to make successful negotiations) and hire more numbers
of FNSSA_CRBs’ demands. Recall that, any disagreement
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generates the worst possible utility (e.g., zero). Thus, the
average total utilities under CRPA_favorable market type
in Fig. 5f is 5.64%. It should be mentioned that by having
high volume of financial transactions, this percentage of
improvement is considerable.
Also, by having long deadline (i.e., the fuzzy value of

LPowFA
t tends to G:Good or M:Moderate) and especially

when the market type tends to CRBA_favorable (i.e., the

fuzzy value of TOpSFA
t tends to G:Good) the probability

of firing rules 1–2, 4–5, and 7–8 of Table 3 tends to high
(as an example see the end points of Fig. 5f ). Conse-
quently, by adopting Pressuring negotiation strategy in
higher number of times, FNSSA_CRBs outperform
MDA_CRBs and enjoy from the more suitable utility in
such a favorable market condition. In other words, in
such a favorable market, customers put provider under
pressure to concede more. This leads to saving more
money for customers.
On the other hand, generally it can be observed that,

under CRBA_favorable market type (see end points of

the all curves of Fig. 5), due to experiencing low market
pressure (i.e., low critical condition of the cloud trading
market) FNSSA_CRBs outperform MDA_CRBs. This is
because, in such a market condition the number of trad-
ing opponents is high and also the number of competi-
tors is low. In addition, it is worth to mention that, as an
example, in setting the simulation of Fig. 5e we try to
avoid the entrance of trading opponents who mostly
have NLNH mutual behavior class. Thus, and according
to our early discussion, the chance of firing the rules 1–
2, and 4–5 of Table 3 in high numbers of times increases
and FNSSA_CRBs is more likely to adopt Pressuring ne-
gotiation strategy (recall that in Fig. 5e the deadline of
negotiators is moderate). By adopting such a negotiation
strategy, instead of focusing on the time of coming to a
consensus, the FNSSA_CRBs stimulate their trading op-
ponents to concede more (this leads to experience better
utility). This adoption leads to save more money in such
a favorable market.
In the markets with low density (i.e., sparse) and espe-

cially under CRPA_favorable market type (see start

Fig. 5 Average utility of the CRBAs under a short deadline and sparse market, b short deadline and moderate market, c moderate deadline and
sparse market, d moderate deadline and moderate market, e moderate deadline and dense market, and f long deadline and dense market. In all
figures different market types are considered
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points of the curves of Fig. 5a and c), due to low en-
trance rate of negotiator agents and also low chance to
experience an agent of type provider in each entrance (if
exists), the probability of adopting Relaxing or Normal
concession negotiation strategies in high numbers of

times increases (i.e., as the fuzzy value of ComSFA
t tends

to B:Bad the probability of firing rules 7–9, 16–18, and
25–27 tends to high). Thus, in some points of these
figures (like the three start points of Fig. 5a where
CRBA_to_CRPA = {10:1, 5:1, 3:1}) due to adopting

Fig. 6 Success rate of the CRBAs under a short deadline and sparse market, b short deadline and moderate market, c short deadline and dense
market, d moderate deadline and sparse market, e moderate deadline and moderate market, f long deadline and sparse market, g long deadline
and modearte market, and h long deadline and dense market. In all figures different market types are considered
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Relaxing negotiation strategy by FNSSA_CRBs, the
MDA_CRBs outperform FNSSA_CRBs. Also, narrow
distances between the start points of these figures can be
justified due to adopting Normal concession negotiation
strategy besides Relaxing negotiation strategy in some
negotiation rounds of this market situation. Recall that,
MDA_CRBs adopt just Normal concession negotiation
strategy in conducting the negotiation process.

In addition, in CRBA_to_CRPA = {1:1} (i.e., balanced
market type), where the critical condition of the cloud
market is moderate, FNSSA_CRBs is more likely to
adopt Normal concession negotiation strategy. Since
MDA_CRBs also adopt a similar negotiation strategy in
such circumstances, they naturally gain similar results.
Another reason for the ups and downs of curves of

Fig. 5 and differences between the observed results of

Fig. 7 Average negotiation time of the CRBAs under a short deadline and dense market, b moderate deadline and dense market, and c long
deadline and dense market. In all figures different market types are considered

Fig. 8 The U_NTE of the CRBAs under a short deadline and sparse market, b moderate deadline and sparse market, and c long deadline and
sparse market. In all figures different market types are considered
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FNSSA_CRBs and MDA_CRBs is the distinguishing
function of the FNSSA_CRBs in conceding to their trad-
ing opponents based on their behavioral backgrounds
(as an example see our early justification about Fig. 5e
where the density is high, market type tends to CRBA_-
favorable, and trading opponents who mostly have HL,
NHL, and HNL mutual behavior classes are allowed to
enter to the market.
For the benefit of readers, the analysis of the obtained

results from Fig. 5 is summarized in Table 5.

Discussion about the obtained results from Fig. 6
Figure 6 illustrates the success rate of the proposed
FNSSA_CRBs in comparison to MDA_CRBs with differ-
ent values of negotiation deadline (i.e., Long, Moderate,
Short), market density (i.e., Sparse, Moderate, Dense)
and market type (i.e., CRBA_favorable, Balanced,
CRPA_favorable).
From Fig. 6f-h it can be observed that both

FNSSA_CRBs and MDA_CRBs experience stronger bar-
gaining position under long deadline in comparison to
short and moderate deadlines (due to have more time to
trade), therefore, the success rate in hiring virtual ma-
chine type instances increases (due to negotiation time
prolongation). As mentioned earlier, unlike MDA_CRBs,
FNSSA_CRBs are equipped with FNSSDS which guides
these agents to select suitable negotiation strategy from

negotiation_strategy_basket = {Relaxing, Normal conces-
sion, Pressuring} according to the critical condition of
the cloud trading market. The ups and downs of the
FNSSA_CRBs’ curves in Fig. 6, especially in ending
points of every curves indicate the fact that the
FNSSA_CRBs adopted Relaxing and Pressuring negoti-
ation strategies whenever they should (according to the
amounts of undesirability and desirability of market situ-
ations). Another reason for the ups and downs of the
curves of Fig. 6 and differences between the observed re-
sults of FNSSA_CRBs and MDA_CRBs is the distin-
guishing function of the FNSSA_CRBs in conceding to
their trading opponents based on their behavioral back-
grounds. As an example, in Fig. 6f where CRBA_

to_CRPA = {1:10}, the fuzzy value of TOpSFA
t tends to

B:Bad or M:Moderate.This is because, although the mar-
ket tends to CRBA_favorable but in such a sparse mar-
ket most of the providers who allowed to participant in
the market have NHNL mutual behavior class and also
their proposals are generally far from the proposals of
the negotiators. On the other hand, the fuzzy value of

ComSFA
t tends to G:Good. In addition, due to have long

deadline a negotiator has better bargaining power. Thus,

the fuzzy value of LPowFA
t tends to G:Good. The com-

bination of the three early mentioned fuzzy values leads
to fire rules 10 and 19 from Table 3 in higher number of

Fig. 9 Average utility of the CRPAs under a short deadline and sparse market, and b moderate deadline and dense market. In all figures different
market types are considered

Fig. 10 Fig. 10 Average negotiation time of the CRPAs under a short deadline and dense market, and b long deadline and dense market. In all
figures different market types are considered
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Fig. 11 The U_NTE of the CRPAs under a short deadline and sparse market, b moderate deadline and sparse market, and c long deadline and
sparse market. In all figures different market types are considered

Table 5 Analysis of the results obtained from Fig. 5a-f

Results
of figure

Agent type CRBA_CRPA ratio % Average improvement
in CRPA-favorable
market type

% Average improvement
in CRBA-favorable
market type

% Improvement 10:1 5:1 3:1 1:1 1:3 1:5 1:10

Figure 5a FNSSA_CRB 0.32 0.36 0.49 0.75 0.87 0.90 0.94 −4.56% 7.27%

MDA_CRB 0.34 0.38 0.50 0.74 0.80 0.83 0.90

% Improvement in
each point

−6.2% − 5.5% − 2% 1.5% 8.8% 8.5% 4.5%

Figure 5b FNSSA_CRB 0.30 0.33 0.50 0.75 0.85 0.90 0.96 −3% 8.1%

MDA_CRB 0.31 0.34 0.50 0.72 0.78 0.82 0.91

% Improvement in
each point

−3% − 3% ε 4.2% 9% 9.8% 5.5%

Figure 5c FNSSA_CRB 0.35 0.37 0.46 0.76 0.85 0.90 0.94 −5.13% 7.73%

MDA_CRB 0.37 0.39 0.48 0.76 0.79 0.81 0.90

% Improvement in
each point

−5.7% − 5.4% −4.3% ε 7.6% 11.12% 4.45%

Figure 5d FNSSA_CRB 0.36 0.38 0.45 0.78 0.85 0.90 0.94 −4.15% 8.27%

MDA_CRB 0.37 0.40 0.47 0.74 0.78 0.80 0.91

% Improvement in
each point

−2.8% −5.2% −4.45% 5.40% 9% 12.5% 3.3%

Figure 5e FNSSA_CRB 0.36 0.39 0.48 0.78 0.85 0.88 0.94 −3.34% 8.39%

MDA_CRB 0.38 0.40 0.49 0.76 0.76 0.80 0.91

% Improvement in
each point

−5.5% −2.6% −2% 2.64% 11.85% 10% 3.3%

Figure 5f FNSSA_CRB 0.46 0.55 0.60 0.78 0.85 0.91 0.95 5.64% 8.05%

MDA_CRB 0.47 0.50 0.55 0.74 0.79 0.82 0.90

% Improvement in
each point

−2.17% 10% 9.09% 5.40% 7.60% 10.98% 5.56%
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times. As a result, and because of adopting both Normal
concession and Pressuring negotiation strategies the
FNSSA_CRBs little outperform than the MDA_CRBs.
Also, it can be observed that, both FNSSA_CRBs and
MDA_CRBs are placed in a stronger bargaining position
in CRBA_favorable market type (in comparison to the
balanced and CRPA_favorable market types). Therefore,
the probability of making successful agreements in-
creases in such a market type and, hence, upward curves
in Fig. 6 are justified. Details are discussed in previous
observation.
Similar to the explanations of Fig. 5, in the markets

with low density (i.e., sparse) and under CRPA_favorable
market type (see Fig. 6a, d and f), FNSSA_CRBs are will-
ing to adopt Relaxing negotiation strategy (i.e., fuzzy

value of TOpSFA
t tends to B:Bad thus the probability of

firing rules 19–27 increases. These rules guide negotia-
tors to adopt Normal concession or Relaxing negotiation
strategies). This adoption leads to attraction of more
providers and increases their tendency to make success-
ful negotiations. Thus, FNSSA_CRBs experience more
successful agreements. The average values of success
rate under CRPA_favorable market type in Fig. 6a, d,
and f are 43.2, 114.47 and 56.95%, respectively.
Finally, by having short deadline (see Fig. 6b and c) the

fuzzy value of LPowFA
t tends to B:Bad. Thus, by consid-

ering various market situations, the probability of firing
rules 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, and 27 of Table 3 tends
to high. By firing these rules a negotiator is guided to
adopt Normal concession negotiation strategy in high

Table 6 Analysis of the results obtained from Fig. 6a-h

Results
of figure

Agent type CRBA_CRPA ratio % Average improvement
in CRPA-favorable
market type

% Average improvement
in CRBA-favorable
market type

% Improvement 10:1 5:1 3:1 1:1 1:3 1:5 1:10

Figure 6a FNSSA_CRB 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.28 0.53 0.58 0.60 43.2% 12.14%

MDA_CRB 0.07 0.12 0.25 0.27 0.45 0.53 0.55

% Improvement in
each point

42.9% 66.7% 20% 3.8% 17.8% 9.5% 9.1%

Figure 6b FNSSA_CRB 0.09 0.19 0.29 0.26 0.52 0.57 0.59 34.37% 10.17%

MDA_CRB 0.07 0.12 0.25 0.25 0.45 0.53 0.55

Improvement in
each point

28.6% 58.5% 16% 4% 15.6% 7.6% 7.3%

Figure 6c FNSSA_CRB 0.10 0.20 0.26 0.28 0.51 0.58 0.6 42.60% 11.54%

MDA_CRB 0.06 0.12 0.22 0.27 0.44 0.53 0.55

% Improvement in
each point

42.9% 66.7% 18.2% 3.8% 16% 9.5% 9.1%

Figure 6d FNSSA_CRB 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.50 0.70 0.85 1.00 114.47% 18.27%

MDA_CRB 0.07 0.12 0.20 0.40 0.52 0.78 0.90

% Improvement in
each point

185% 108.4% 50% 25% 34.7% 9% 11.12%

Figure 6e FNSSA_CRB 0.21 0.26 0.30 0.52 0.74 0.85 1.00 114.67% 15.10%

MDA_CRB 0.09 0.10 0.20 0.50 0.58 0.78 0.92

% Improvement in
each point

134% 160% 50% 4% 27.6% 9% 8.7%

Figure 6f FNSSA_CRB 0.40 0.50 0.63 0.68 0.90 0.95 1.00 56.95% 16.36%

MDA_CRB 0.17 0.40 0.57 0.66 0.74 0.80 0.92

% Improvement in
each point

135.3% 25% 10.53% 3.04% 21.63% 18.75% 8.7%

Figure 6g FNSSA_CRB 0.40 0.50 0.63 0.62 0.89 0.93 1 43.19% 16.19%

MDA_CRB 0.20 0.42 0.57 0.60 0.72 0.80 0.92

% Improvement in
each point

100% 19.05% 10.53% 3.34% 23.62% 16.25% 8.7%

Figure 6h FNSSA_CRB 0.40 0.50 0.63 0.62 0.88 0.93 1 56.94% 17.12%

MDA_CRB 0.17 0.40 0.57 0.61 0.72 0.78 0.91

% Improvement in
each point

135.3% 25% 10.53% 1.64% 22.23% 19.23% 9.9%
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number of times. Thus, in comparison to other market
situations the curves of Fig. 6b (and respectively, the
curves of Fig. 6c) are more close to each others. Thus,
the average total improvements of FNSSA_CRBs in
comparison to MDA_CRBs in Fig. 6b and c are 19.66
and 23.74%, respectively.
For the benefit of readers, the analysis of the obtained

results from Fig. 6 is summarized in Table 6.

Discussion about the obtained results from Fig. 7
The average negotiation time of the proposed
FNSSA_CRBs in comparison to MDA_CRBs with differ-
ent values of negotiation deadline (i.e., Long, Moderate,
Short), market density (i.e., Sparse, Moderate, Dense)
and market type (i.e., CRBA_favorable, Balanced, CRPA_
favorable) is illustrated in Fig. 7.
In undesirable market conditions (especially in CRPA_

favorable market type), the negotiator agents of type
FNSSA_CRB are more likely to adopt Relaxing negoti-
ation strategy. Thus, in comparison to MDA_CRBs, and
due to relinquishing utility a little more in each
negotiation and covering the difference between
counter-prices and received prices, FNSSA_CRBs spent
less time in the market for making successful agree-
ments. As an example and by considering Fig. 7a, the
average values of making agreement time under CRPA_-
favorable market type are 8.5 and 11.17 for FNSSA_CRB
and MDA_CRB, respectively. Consequently, the speed of
making agreements by the agents of type FNSSA_CRB
was 31.41% faster than those agents of type MDA_CRB.
But, with reversed market conditions when market type
tends to CRBA_favorable, the negotiator agents of type
FNSSA_CRB are more likely to adopt Pressuring negoti-
ation strategy and thus, more time is spent by
FNSSA_CRBs (in comparison to MDA_CRBs) in the
market for making successful agreements. As an example

and by considering Fig. 7b, the average values of making
agreement time under CRBA_favorable market type are
28 and 26 for FNSSA_CRB and MDA_CRB, respectively.
Consequently, the speed of making agreements by the
agents of type FNSSA_CRB was 7.69% slower than those
agents of type MDA_CRB.
It is worth to mention that, the narrow difference be-

tween the curves of FNSSA_CRBs and MDA_CRBs in
ending points of Fig. 7a-c shows just-in-time and suit-
able adoption of Pressuring negotiation strategy by
FNSSA_CRBs.
For the benefit of readers, the analysis of the obtained

results from Fig. 7 is summarized in Table 7.

Discussion about the obtained results from Fig. 8
The results of comparison of FNSSA_CRBs against
MDA_CRBs considering U-NTE performance metric
with different values of negotiation deadline (i.e., Long,
Moderate, Short), market type (i.e., CRBA_favorable,
Balanced, CRPA_favorable) and just one market density
(i.e., Sparse) are depicted in Fig. 8.
It can be observed that by considering both average

utility and average negotiation time performance metrics
simultaneously, the performance of FNSSA_CRBs (in
comparison to MDA_CRBs) improved considerably. For
the benefit of readers, we provide detailed discussion
about Fig. 8a. It can be observed that, generally in the
sparse market and by having negotiator agents with
short deadline, the distance between the reported results
especially in CRPA_favorable market type (i.e., CRBA_
to_CRPA = {10:1, 5:1, 3:1}) increases. This is because, in
such a market condition and by experiencing CRPA_-
favorable market type, due to avoid losing successful ne-
gotiation in such a competitive market (and unlike
MDA_CRBs), the negotiator agents of type FNSSA_CRB
are more likely to adopt Relaxing negotiation strategy

Table 7 Analysis of the results obtained from Fig. 7a-c

Results
of figure

Agent type CRBA_CRPA ratio % Average improvement
in CRPA-favorable
market type

% Average improvement
in CRBA-favorable
market type

% Improvement 10:1 5:1 3:1 1:1 1:3 1:5 1:10

Figure 7a FNSSA_CRB 8 8.50 9 10 9 8.50 8.80 32.03% −8.81%

MDA_CRB 12 11 10.50 10.20 8.50 8 7.70

% Improvement in
each point

50% 29.42% 16.67% 2% −5.89% −6.25% −14.29%

Figure 7b FNSSA_CRB 30 28 29 30 30 28 26 12.66% −7.72%

MDA_CRB 35 33 30 31 28 26 24

% Improvement in
each point

16.67% 17.86% 3.45% 3.34% −7.14% −7.69% −8.33%

Figure 7c FNSSA_CRB 43 40 35 40 35 39 31 17.22% −2.21%

MDA_CRB 50 45 43 41 36 38 29

% Improvement in
each point

16.28% 12.5% 22.86% 2.5% 2.86% −2.64% −6.89%
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(i.e., the probability of firing rules 24, and 27 of Table 3
tends to high). Thus, FNSSA_CRBs spent less time in
the market for making successful agreements. As a re-
sult, denominator of fraction which is shown by Eq. (24)
tends to low. Thus, the value of U_NTE(CRBA) in-
creases. Also, in the sparse market and by having negoti-
ator agents with short deadline, the distance between
the reported results especially in CRBA_favorable mar-
ket type decreases. This is because, by having short
deadline although the market type is CRBA_favorable,
the probability of adopting Normal concession negoti-
ation strategy will be high. Thus, the performance of two
types of the agents (i.e., FNSSA_CRBs and MDA_CRBs)
is approximately the same.

Discussion about the obtained results from Figs. 9, 10, and 11
Figures 9, 10 and 11 illustrate the average utility, the
average negotiation time and U-NTE of the proposed
FNSSA_CRPs in comparison to MDA_CRPs with differ-
ent values of negotiation deadline (i.e., Long, Moderate,
Short), market density (i.e., Sparse, Moderate, Dense)
and market type (i.e., CRBA_favorable, Balanced, CRPA_
favorable), respectively. Also, and for the benefit of
readers the analysis of the obtained results from Figs. 9
and 10 are summarized in Tables 8 and 9, respectively.
The analysis of the results of Figs. 9, 10 and 11 are simi-

lar to the explanations provided in Figs. 5, 7 and 8, respect-
ively. The only difference is that all mentioned reasons
should be discussed from the CRPAs’ points of view. That
is, the low market pressure (i.e., low critical condition of
the cloud trading market) is translated to the conditions
which are caused by high number of trading opponents,
low number of competitors, low entrance rate of new com-
petitors, high entrance rate of new trading opponents and
high utility level of the negotiator agents of type CRP (be-
cause of having good experience in making successful deals
in such a favorable market condition which directly affects
on the speed of renting out FNSSA_CRPs’ resources).
From Figs. 9, 10, and 11, it can be observed that
FNSSA_CRPs try to improve the negotiation results (even
low) by adopting suitable strategy in dramatic increase in

the market pressure and also try to perfectly use the oppor-
tunities of having better agreements by adopting suitable
strategy in significant decrease in the market pressure. It is
denoted that, unlike Figs. 5, 6, 7, and 8 where the horizon-
tal axis of the charts represent customer-to-provider ratio,
the horizontal axis of Figs. 9, 10, and 11 represents
provider-to-customer ratio.
For the benefit of readers the most important results

are discussed here.
In Fig. 9a the market density is sparse. In such a sparse

market and also by having CRPA_to_CRBA = {10:1, 5:1,
3:1}, although the market situation is so undesirable but
our designed negotiators in name FNSSA_CRP make
better opportunities (by applying Relaxing negotiation
strategy) in such an undesirable market. It is worth to
mention that, to provide a better evaluation about our
designed negotiator agents we try to control market situ-
ation by tuning the value of Pmbc (which is defined to
control the entrance of opponents with especial mutual
behavior class). That is, in setting the above market con-
dition, the opponents who are classified in NHNL mu-
tual behavior class have higher chance to participate in
the market. Thus the market situation is so undesirable.
But, in such an undesirable situation the average total util-
ities of FNSSA_CRP and of MDA_CRP under CRBA_fa-
vorable market type in Fig. 9a are 46.67 and 41.33%,
respectively. Recall that, in such an undesirable situation
where there is a very low chance of making agreements,
achieving 12.92% improvement is considerable.
In Fig. 10b the market is dense. Thus, in such a dense

market and also by having CRPA_to_CRBA = {1:10, 1:5,
1:3}, while the negotiator agents of type FNSSA_CRP put
their opponents under pressure by applying Pressuring ne-
gotiation strategy but the average differences between the
curves of Fig. 10b is reported as 3.17%. This achievement
indicates that although in some points of Fig. 10b when
the market tends to CRPA_favorable market type (as an
example, see the point in which the ratio of providers to
customers is 1:10) FNSSA_CRPs experience lower speed
(i.e., higher making agreement time) in making agree-
ments than negotiator agents of type MDA_CRP, but the

Table 8 Analysis of the results obtained from Fig. 9a-b

Results
of figure

Agent type CRPA_CRBA ratio % Average improvement
in CRBA-favorable
market type

% Average improvement
in CRPA-favorable
market type

% Improvement 10:1 5:1 3:1 1:1 1:3 1:5 1:10

Figure 9a FNSSA_CRB 0.40 0.42 0.58 0.80 0.90 0.92 0.93 12.92% 9.30%

MDA_CRB 0.35 0.39 0.50 0.75 0.80 0.83 0.89

% Improvement in
each point

14.29% 7.7% 16% 6.67% 12.5% 10.85% 4.5%

Figure 9b FNSSA_CRB 0.36 0.37 0.48 0.78 0.85 0.88 0.95 −4.33% 9.14%

MDA_CRB 0.38 0.39 0.49 0.76 0.76 0.80 0.90

% Improvement in
each point

−5.5% −5.4% −2.08% 2.63% 11.85% 10% 5.56%
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average difference between the curves is insignificant. This
is a good evidence for making right decisions (i.e., making
the correct choice among negotiation strategies) in un-
desirable market situations.
As achieving better market output especially in sparse

market density, where there is a (very) little chance in
making successful deals, is more valuable than other
densities of the market (i.e., dense and moderate), we
focus on reporting the results of the sparse market in
Fig. 11. It is worth to mention that, better achievements
are experienced in other market densities but due to
space limitation these achievements are not reported
here. In undesirable market conditions where the market
type is CRBA_favorable (see reported results of Fig. 11
where CRPA_to_CRBA = {10:1, 5:1, 3:1}), the negotiator
agents of type FNSSA_CRP are more likely to adopt
Relaxing negotiation strategy. Thus, in comparison to
MDA_CRPs, and due to relinquishing utility a little
more in each negotiation and covering the difference be-
tween counter-prices and received prices, FNSSA_CRPs
spent less time in the market for making successful
agreements. Also, as market tends to more undesirable
situation, the negotiator agent of type FNSSA_CRP re-
acts more to this undesirable condition by applying
more price discounts and making more trading oppor-
tunities. Thus, by having short deadlines and also
CRPA_to_CRBA = {10:1, 5:1, 3:1} the worst market situ-
ation is experienced and better reaction is observed from
FNSSA_CRPs (see Fig. 11a). As an example and by con-
sidering Fig. 11a, the average values of U_NTE (CRPA)
under CRBA_favorable (i.e., CRPA_to_CRBA = {10:1, 5:1,
3:1}) are 0.043 and 0.035 for FNSSA_CRP and
MDA_CRP, respectively. Consequently, the agents of
type FNSSA_CRP were 22.86% better than those agents
of type MDA_CRP.
In addition, for the benefit of readers the results of

Figs. 5, 6, 7, 9, and 10 are summarized in Table 10. Re-
call that, although the functionalities of FNSSAs in some
market situations and with respect to one evaluation
metric may lead to an undesirable experience, the
functionalities of the same FNSSAs in the same

market situations and with respect to another evalu-
ation metric will lead to a desirable experience. Thus,
we introduce another evaluation metric in name
U_NTE and report the market outcomes by considering
this metric.

Statistical analysis
Following, the statistical analysis of the obtained results
from some of the simulated marketplaces, where the dis-
tinguishing feature of FNSSAs in selecting the suitable
negotiation strategy can be better observed, are reported
and discussed. The role of Pressuring negotiation strat-
egy in increasing the financial utility is more highlighted
when the value of the critical condition of a marketplace
is extremely low. Also, the role of Relaxing negotiation
strategy in increasing the success rate and also decreas-
ing negotiation time is more highlighted when the value
of the critical condition of a marketplace is extremely
high. Thus, to have a better observation about the two
new negotiation strategies in names Relaxing and Pres-
suring we should simulate more marketplaces in which
negotiators of a special type (e.g., GRB) experience ex-
tremely low critical conditions and also marketplaces in
which negotiators of a special type (e.g., GRB) experi-
ence extremely high critical conditions. To do this, spe-
cific values/ranges of value of the input parameters to
configure the marketplaces, where negotiation activities
of dealers are simulated, should be considered. It is
worth to mention that, due to the space limitation only
the first evaluation scenario (see “Performance Evalu-
ation” section) is considered. Therefore, and according
to the first evaluation scenario, two combinations of the
values of the market setting parameters (which are used
to make marketplaces) are defined. The first combin-
ation which is named as Market_SS1 makes markets in
which CRBs experience extremely low critical conditions
and the second combination which is named as Mar-
ket_SS2 makes markets in which CRBs experience ex-
tremely high critical conditions. Details are discussed in
the following subsections.

Table 9 Analysis of the results obtained from Fig. 10a-b

Results of
figure

Agent type CRPA_CRBA ratio % Average improvement
in CRBA-favorable
market type

% Average improvement
in CRPA-favorable
market type

% Improvement 10:1 5:1 3:1 1:1 1:3 1:5 1:10

Figure 10a FNSSA_CRB 9 8.50 9 10 9 8.50 8.60 26.5% −7.82%

MDA_CRB 12 11 10.50 10.30 8.50 8 7.70

% Improvement in
each point

33.34% 29.5% 16.67% 3% −5.88% −5.89% −11.69%

Figure 10b FNSSA_CRB 43 40 35 41 35 39 31 17.21% −3.17%

MDA_CRB 50 45 43 43 35 38 29

% Improvement in
each point

16.27% 12.5% 22.86% 4.88% ε −2.63% −6.90%
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A. To have a better observation of how Pressuring
negotiation strategy increases the financial utilities
of the negotiators, marketplaces with extremely low
critical conditions should be simulated. Thus, to
have a better comparison of FNSSA_CRBs against
MDA_CRBs with respect to financial utility metric
we decide to simulate marketplaces where the
pressure on FNSSA_CRBs is very low and instead
the pressure on FNSSA_CRPs is high/very high
(recall that, first evaluation scenario (see “Performance
Evaluation” section) is considered). By having such
marketplaces and according to the designed fuzzy
rules set, FNSSA_CRBs switch to adopt Pressuring
negotiation strategy (instead of Normal negotiation
strategy) while MDA_CRBs continue to adopt
Normal negotiation strategy. To make marketplaces
with low/very low critical trading conditions from
CRBs’ points of view, following market setting is
considered: Market density: Dense (i.e., Pgen = 1),
Market type: CRBA_favorable where CRBA_to_
CRPA = {1:3, 1:5, 1:10, 1:15, 1:30}- in this evaluation
two additional ratios of CRBA to CRPA are also
considered (i.e., CRBA_to_CRPA = {1:30, 1:15}), no.
Ireqmi ∈ [1,8], Number of maximum available
instances of each VM type: a random number

between 150 and 200, Negotiators’ deadlines of type
CRB are long, Negotiators’ deadlines of type CRP are
short, and with a high probability CRBs with LH
mutual behavior class are allowed to participate in the
marketplace (i.e., Pmbc = 0.25). From now, the
combination of the values of early discussed market
setting parameters (which are used to make
marketplaces) is named as Market_SS1. The average
utility of MDA_CRBs and FNSSA _CRBs in
marketplaces which are made based on Market_SS1
(considering various ratios of CRBA_to_CRPA) are
{0.60, 0.71, 0.79, 0.83, 0.94} and {0.87, 0.89, 0.93, 0.97,
0.99}, respectively. Considering financial utility metric,
the agents of type FNSSA_CRB were 20.15% better
than those agents of type MDA_CRB in marketplaces
which are made based on Market_SS1. Also, we
hypothesize that adopting Pressuring negotiation
strategy (instead of Normal negotiation strategy) in
low/very low market critical condition will results in
an increase in the negotiators’ financial utilities. To
determine that if the early discussed hypothesis
should be rejected a statistical hypothesis test in name
t-test (details related to t-test can be found in [39]) is
used. According to the reported results in Table 11,
the t-value and p-value are − 4.3844 and 0.011834,

Table 10 A summary of the obtained results from Figs. 5, 6, 7, 9, and 10

From CRBs points of view

Average Utility

Based on the simulation settings of Figure: (5-a) (5-b) (5-c) (5-d) (5-e) (5-f)

% Average improvement in CRBA-favorable market type 7.27% 8.1% 7.73% 8.27% 8.39% 8.05%

% Average improvement in CRPA-favorable market type −4.56% −3% −5.13% −4.15% −3.34% 5.64%

Success Rate

Based on the simulation settings of Figure: (6-a) (6-b) (6-c) (6-d) (6-e) (6-f) (6-g) (6-h)

% Average improvement in CRBA-favorable market type 12.14% 10.17% 11.54% 18.27% 15.10% 16.36% 16.19% 17.12%

% Average improvement in CRPA-favorable market type 43.2% 34.37% 42.60% 114.47% 114.67% 56.95% 43.19% 56.94%

Average Negotiation Time

Based on the simulation settings of Figure: (7-a) (7-b) (7-c)

% Average improvement in CRBA-favorable market type −8.81% −7.72% −2.21%

% Average improvement in CRPA-favorable market type 32.03% 12.66% 17.22%

From CRPs points of view

Average Utility

Based on the simulation settings of Figure: (9-a) (9-b)

% Average improvement in CRBA-favorable market type 12.92% −4.33%

% Average improvement in CRPA-favorable market type 9.30% 9.14%

Average Negotiation Time

Based on the simulation settings of Figure: (10-a) (10-b)

% Average improvement in CRBA-favorable market type 26.5% 17.21%

% Average improvement in CRPA-favorable market type −7.82% −3.17%
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respectively. Since the p-value, 0.011834, is not greater
than α = 0.05, the null hypothesis is rejected. This
means that our first hypothesis is supported.

B. To have a better observation of how Relaxing
negotiation strategy increases the success rate of the
negotiators, marketplaces with extremely high
critical conditions should be simulated. Thus, to
have a better comparison of FNSSA_CRBs against
MDA_CRBs with respect to success rate metric we
decide to simulate marketplaces where the pressure
on FNSSA_CRBs is very high and instead the
pressure on FNSSA_CRPs is low/very low (recall
that, first evaluation scenario (see “Performance
Evaluation” section) is considered). By having such
marketplaces and according to the designed fuzzy
rules set, FNSSA_CRBs switch to adopt Relaxing
negotiation strategy (instead of Normal negotiation
strategy) while MDA_CRBs continue to adopt
Normal negotiation strategy. To make marketplaces
with high/very high critical trading conditions from
CRBs’ points of view, following market setting is
considered: Market density: Dense (i.e., Pgen = 1),
Market type: CRPA_favorable where CRPA_to_
CRBA = {1:3, 1: 5, 1:10, 1:15, 1:30}- in this
evaluation two additional ratios of CRPA to CRBA
are also considered (i.e., CRPA_to_CRBA = {1:30,
1:15}), no. Ireqmi ∈ [15,20], Number of maximum
available instances of each VM type: a random
number between 20 and 50, Negotiators’ deadlines
of type CRB are short, Negotiators’ deadlines of
type CRP are long, and CRBs with NLNH mutual
behavior class are allowed to participate in the
marketplace (i.e., Pmbc = 1). From now, the
combination of the values of early discussed market
setting parameters (which are used to make
marketplaces) is named as Market_SS2. The average

success rate of MDA_CRBs and FNSSA_CRBs in
marketplaces which are made based on Market_SS2
(considering various ratios of CRPA_to_CRBA) are
{0.13, 0.09, 0.08, 0.07, 0.04} and {0.25, 0.23, 0.20,
0.17, 0.15}, respectively. Considering success rate
metric, the agents of type FNSSA_CRB were 143%
better than those agents of type MDA_CRB in
marketplaces which are made based on
Market_SS2. Also, we hypothesize that adopting
Relaxing negotiation strategy (instead of Normal
negotiation strategy) in high/very high market
critical condition will results in an increase in the
negotiators’ success rates. To determine that if the
early discussed hypothesis should be rejected a
statistical hypothesis test in name t-test (details
related to t-test can be found in [39]) is used. Ac-
cording to the reported results in Table 12, the t-
value and p-value are − 17.789 and 5.87E-05, re-
spectively. Since the p-value, 5.87E-05, is not greater
than α = 0.05, the null hypothesis is rejected. This
means that second hypothesis is supported.

C. To have a better observation of how Relaxing
negotiation strategy decreases the negotiation time
of the negotiators, marketplaces with extremely
high critical conditions should be simulated. Thus,
to have a better comparison of FNSSA_CRBs
against MDA_CRBs with respect to negotiation
time metric we decide to simulate marketplaces
where the pressure on FNSSA_CRBs is very high
and instead the pressure on FNSSA_CRPs is low/
very low (recall that, first evaluation scenario (see
“Performance Evaluation” section) is considered). By
having such marketplaces and according to the
designed fuzzy rules set, FNSSA_CRBs switch to
adopt Relaxing negotiation strategy (instead of
Normal negotiation strategy) while MDA_CRBs

Table 11 Significant results of t-test statistical method for financial utility metric in marketplaces which are made based on
Market_SS1

Agent type
(CRB)

DF (Degree
of freedom)

Mean Standard
deviation (SD)

95% Confidence interval
of the differences

Mean of
differences

Variance of
differences

Standard deviation
of differences

t-value p-value

From To

MDA 4 0.774 0.1277 −0.2548 −0.05721 −0.156000 0.006330 0.079561 −4.3844 0.011834

FNSSA 0.930 0.0509

Table 12 Significant results of t-test statistical method for success rate metric in marketplaces which are made based on Market_SS2

Agent type
(CRB)

DF (Degree
of freedom)

Mean Standard
deviation (SD)

95% Confidence interval
of the differences

Mean of
differences

Variance of
differences

Standard deviation
of differences

t-value p-value

From To

MDA 4 0.08200 0.032711 −0.136417 −0.099583 −0.118000 0.000220 0.014832 −17.789 5.87E-05

FNSSA 0.2000 0.041231
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continue to adopt Normal negotiation strategy. To
make marketplaces with high/very high critical
trading conditions from CRBs’ points of view,
Market_SS2 market setting is considered (details
are discussed in section Statistical analysis (B)). The
average negotiation time of MDA_CRBs and
FNSSA_CRBs in marketplaces which are made
based on Market_SS2 (considering various ratios of
CRPA_to_CRBA) are {11, 11.80, 12.70, 13.80, 16.50}
and {9, 8.50, 7, 6.10, 5.80}, respectively. Considering
negotiation time metric, the agents of type
FNSSA_CRB were 80.76% better than those agents
of type MDA_CRB in marketplaces which are made
based on Market_SS2. Also, we hypothesize that
adopting Relaxing negotiation strategy (instead of
Normal negotiation strategy) in high/very high
market critical condition will results in a decrease
in the negotiation time. To determine that if the
early discussed hypothesis should be rejected a
statistical hypothesis test in name t-test (details
related to t-test can be found in [39]) is used. Ac-
cording to the reported results in Table 13, the t-
value and p-value are 3.784188 and 0.019366, re-
spectively. Since the p-value, 0.019366, is not
greater than α = 0.05, the null hypothesis is rejected.
This means that third hypothesis is supported.

Conclusions and future works
In this paper a new multi-strategy based negotiating sys-
tem is proposed. The main distinguishing features of this
negotiating system are: 1) designing a real-world in-
spired basket of negotiation strategies (i.e., negotiation_-
strategy_basket) which contains negotiation strategies in
names Pressuring strategy, Relaxing strategy and Normal
concession strategy, 2) introducing a new mathematical
model to determine the critical condition of the cloud
negotiation market and 3) designing flexible negotiator
agents of types cloud resource broker (CRB) and cloud
resource provider (CRP) who are equipped with a new
Fuzzy Negotiation Strategy Selection Decision System
(FNSSDS) which is used to determine the amount of α
(i.e., coefficient of price changing based on the adopted
strategy). α reflects the critical condition of the cloud
negotiation market and is determined based on the

factors in names competitors’ side factor ( ComSFA
t ),

trading opponents’ side factor (TOpSFA
t ) and local power

of a negotiator in the trading market factor (LPowFA
t ).

In our future works we will work on enhancing the
market-aware negotiator agents in a way that both
current and predicted near future trading market condi-
tions are considered for modeling the critical condition
of the cloud trading market. Thus, it is expected that se-
lection of a suitable negotiation strategy from the pro-
posed negotiation_strategy_basket will be more accurate.
Also, in the future, we will further work on developing
the proposed negotiator agents of type CRB and CRP
with the learning capability in how to select the best ne-
gotiation strategy by reusing the previous information
about the negotiation activities.

Endnotes
1Market round is defined based on the time duration

between starting to make counter-proposals by the ne-
gotiators whose turn are to move (the counter-proposals
are made in parallel) and receiving these counter-offers
by all negotiators’ trading opponents. To do this, a coun-
ter is defined and once all counter-offers are received by
the negotiators’ trading opponents it is added to one.

2That is, in such a high entrance to the market (i.e.,
Pgen = 1), the chance of the type of negotiator who en-
ters to the market is CRBA is very high.

Abbreviations
BehaviorDB: Local database which is assigned to each customer (and
respectively provider) and contains behavior backgrounds of the resource
providers (and respectively, resource customers) on how to sell (and
respectively, how to buy) the resources; ConA: Consulting Agent; CRB: Cloud
Resource Broker; CRBA: Cloud Resource Broker Agent; CRP: Cloud Resource
Provider; CRPA: Cloud Resource Provider Agent; DemandDirectory: Database
for keeping characteristics of each demand which are defined based on the
tuple <CPU, Memory, Storage>; DemandFile: Customer agent’s resource
demand file; FNSSA_CRB: Fuzzy Negotiation Strategy Selection Agent_Cloud
Resource Broker; FNSSA_CRP: Fuzzy Negotiation Strategy Selection Agent_Cloud
Resource Provider; FNSSDS: Fuzzy Negotiation Strategy Selection System;
MarBillboardA: Market Billboard Agent; MCBid: Counter-price bid that is made by
an agent A of type FNSSA_CRB; MCOffer: Offer that is made by an agent A of
type FNSSA_CRB; MDA: Market Driven Agent; MPBid: Counter-price bid that is
made by an agent A of type FNSSA_CRP; MPOffer: Offer that is made by an
agent A of type FNSSA_CRP; NegMarCoordinatorA: Negotiation Market
Coordinator Agent; SupplyDirectory: Database for keeping characteristics of all
supplied resource types; SupplyFile: Provider agent’s resource supply file;
VM: Virtual Machine

Table 13 Significant results of t-test statistical method for negotiation time metric in marketplaces which are made based on
Market_SS2

Agent type
(CRB)

DF (Degree
of freedom)

Mean Standard
deviation (SD)

95% Confidence interval
of the differences

Mean of
differences

Variance of
differences

Standard deviation
of differences

t-value p-value

From To

MDA 4 13.1600 2.1385 1.565865 10.194135 5.880000 12.072000 3.474478 3.784188 0.019366

FNSSA 7.2800 1.4237
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